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CONTRIBUTOR: Harry M. Bauer, M. D.
Norwalk , California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 1

TISSUE FROM:

ACCESSION NO. 24848

Rectum

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 69 year old Caucasian male was hospitalized for diarrhea.
His past history included diabetes and an old myocardial infarction .
Laboratory values: Serum sodium 117 mEq/L.
Sigmoidoscopy revealed multiple papillary nodules involving the distal
25 em. of colon.
SURGERY (February 7, 1983)
The rectosigmoid colon was resected, and re-anastomosis was perfonned.
A few small nodules near the anus were cauterized.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
A 12 em . segment of colon was received. A 10 em. villous and nodular
lesion tnvolved the mucosal surface in a circumferential pattern.
FOLLOW-UP:
Not avai1able.

CONTRIBUTOR: Meyer Zeiler, M. D.
Los Angeles, California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 2

TISSUE FROM: Descending colon

ACCESSION NO. 24875

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
Histora: This 66 year old male was first seen complaining of painless
rectal blee ing . On physical examination, a fistula-in-ana was found. Barium
enema revealed .a pedunculated polyp io the mid-portion of the descending colon.
The fistula-in-ana was removed, and the patient scheduled for colonoscopy.
SURGERY: {March 5, 1983)
Colonoscopy and snare polypectomy were performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
A 2.0 em. in diameter red brown polyp, with attached 0. 8 em. pedicle, was
received.
FOLLOW-UP:
As of April 29, 1983 , the patient i s alive and well, without evidence of
recurrence.

BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT TISSUE, CASE No·. 2 IS A COMPOSITE OF THREE SEPARATE
CASES -ACCESSION NOS. 24875, 24864 , and 24622 . A SECTION FROM ONLY ONE
CASE WILL BE DISTRIBUTED IN EACH SLIDE COLLECTION.

CONTRIBUTOR:

Dorothy Tatter, M. 0.
Los Angeles, California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 3

TISSUE FROM:

Colon

ACCESSSION NO. 20687

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 55 year old Caucasian ~ale was admitted for weakness, swelling of the abdomen and feet, and melena. He was an alcoholic with known
alcohol ic l iver disease . His past history i ncluded peptic ulcer di sease
treated b~ vagotomy and pyloroplasty nine years previously. Two months prior
to his last admission, the Hgb . was 9.2 grams and the MCV - 126. During the
final admission, the Hgb was 11.2 grams and the MCV- 89. One day after admission , the patient expired.
AUTOPSY FINDINGS:
The peritoneal cavity contained 3000 cc. of straw-colored fluid. There
was micronodular cirrhosis of the liver, cholelithiasis and bronchopneumonia.
The colon was normal in appearance externally, but there were numerous tiny
cystic structures on the mucosal surface.

CONTRIBUTOR:

Robert G. Riddell, M. D.
Chicago , Illinois

TISSUE FROM: Colon

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 4
ACCESSION NO. 24922

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 48 year old male noticed slight rectal bleeding for about
three weeks. He had a 15 year history of chronic ulcerative colitis, which
had 'loleen quiescent for 5 years.
Colonoscopy revealed diffuse colitis with slight narrowing in the
ascending colon. Biopsies were performed.
Laboratory values: Hemoglobin- 12 .4 grams.
SURGERY: (1/l/83)
A total colectomy was performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
There was a diffuse nodularity of the mucosa of the ascending and transverse colon. There was a slight stricture in the ascending colon.
FOLLOW-UP;
Six months after the surgery the patient is al ive and apparently well.

CONTRIBUTOR:

Roger Terry, M. D.
Los Angeles, California

TISSUE FROM: Ampu·lla

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 5
ACCESSION NO. 24853

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
Histor!: This 66 year old Filipino female presented with a 3 week's
history ofow grade fever and chills; loss of appetite, and darkening urine.
Further questioning revealed a 5 day's history of diffuse itching and a
15 pound weight loss over the past 2 months.
Physical examinatioh was remarkable only for scleral icterus.
Radiographs; A liver-spleen scan was interpreted as normal. Transhepatic cholangiogram showed obstruction of the common bile duct at the ampulla.
The patient was scheduled for exploratory celiotomy.
SURGERY:

(February 20, 1980)

A Whipple procedure with cholecystectomy was performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY;
A portion of duodenum, with attached antrum and portion of pancreas weighing 268 grams was received. The duodenum was unremarkable except for a 3.5 x
2.5 x 1.5 em. lobulated whitish firm mass on the mucosal surface at the ampulla.
The conmon bile duct was markedly dilated and fibrQtic. The pancreatic duc.t
was normal in caliber, but obstructed at the ampulla by the tumor. The remainder of the pancreas and stomach were grossly unremarkable. Sixteen of sixteen
lymph nodes were negative for tumor.
FOLLOW-UP;
Post-operatively the patient developed a pancreato-cutaneous fistula,
which resolved after a month of hospitalization. She was readmitted one year
following her surgery for ascites and cachexia. While hospitalized, she
suffered an acute deterioration of mental status with decerebrate posturing.
CT scan revealed no mass lesions. No evidence of metastatic disease could be
found. She expired without regaining consciousness March 21, 1981. Nci
autopsy was performed.

CONTRIBUTOR:

E. DuBose Dent, M. D.

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 6

Glendale, California

ACCESSION NO. 24865

TISSUE FROM: Stomach
CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

History: This 58 year old man presented to the emergency room at 4:00 AM
compla1n1ng of the acute onset· of severe generalized abdomi nal pain radiating
to the right scapular area.
Past history revealed some symptoms of peptic ulcer disease.
Physical examination revealed a middle-aged, sl~nder male in marked distress ly1ng abso 1utely motionless. The .abdomen wa.s not distended, but diffuse
involuntary guarding and rebound tenderness were noted. Bowel sounds were
absent.
Radio~raphs:
An abdominal series was interpreted as showing free air on
the latera decubitus view.

SURGERY:

(March 29, 1gS3)

Abdominal exploration with vagotomy, antrectomy and Billroth I gastroduodenostomy were performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
A portion of stomach measuring 14.0 em. along the greater curvature and
10 em. along the lesser curvature was received. A moderate amount of adipose
tissue was attached to both curvatures. The mucosal surface of the specimen
exhibited a loss of rugal folds in its superior portion and appeared thinned.
On the posterior wall adjacent to the lesser curvature and just proximal to the
pyloric ·ring was a well circumscribed discreet ulceration , 0.8 em. in diameter.
A small perforation was noted in the center of the ulcer. No other lesions were
noted.
FOLLOW-UP:

(May 17, 1983)

Patient is doing

1~ell.

CONTRIBUTOR:

P. L. Morris, M. D.
Santa Barbara , California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 7

TISSUE FROM:

Esophagus

ACCESSION NO. 23754

CL INICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 70 year old woman complained of severe abdominal pain for
a number oryears. Numerous radiographic and endoscopic studies over the
years revealed hiatus hernia with reflux. Biopsies were consistently negative. Surgical repair of the hernia was performed in 1964. In the 10 weeks
prior to this admission, the pain had increased in severity in the epigastric
and lower sternal area, with nausea and vomiting and a 15 pound weight loss
was noted.
Physical examination was

unremarkabl~.

SURGERY: {February, 4, 1980)
A distal esophagectomy was performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
A 9.0 em. segment of esophagus was received. A 5.0 x 3.5 em., irregular ,
necrotic ulcer· was present near the distal portion of the specimen. Sections
through the ulcer revealed firm, gray tissue extending through the full thickness of the esophagus.
FOLLOW-UP:
In Hay 1gso bone scan revealed radioactive lesion in right tibia which
was biopsied followed by radiation. She received three courses of chemotherapy, but expired on 8-15-80.
Autopsy revealed recurrent tumor at the site of anastomos1s . There was
metastatic tumor in lymph nodes, lungs, liver, adrenals, kidney and bone
marrow.

CONTRIBUTOR: J. J. Bocian , M. D.
Fresno; California

JUNE 26 , 1983 - CASE NO. 8

TISSUE FROM: Small intestine

ACCESSION NO. 13488

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 15 year old black girl complained of intermittent rightsi ded abdominal pain, cramps , and loose stools since age 7. The patient's
fat her had two surgeries for what was thought was diverticuli tis . A sibling
also had di verticuli tis.
Physical examination: The patient was well developed but underweight.
There was increased pigmentation of the lower lip , tongue, buccal mucosa,
fi ngers, and retina.
SURGERY : (January 23, 1964)
During laparotomy, eight separate areas of intussusception were noted i n
the small intestine. With multiple enterostomies , nine polyps were removed
from the small i~testine and two from the colon.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
All eleven polyps were pink-red, oval and convoluted, and all but the
small est were pedunculated. They ranged in size from 1.1 to 4.0 em. in
diameter.
FOLLOW-UP:
The patient underwent surgery on 2/22/70 for intussusception of the
small bowel due to a pedunculated polyp. The latest information is from
5/23/74 when the patient is stated to be in good health.

CONTRIBUTOR:

Marthe Smith, M. D.
San Francisco, California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 9

TISSUE FROM:

Cecum and ascending colon

ACCESSION NO. 24268

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 70 year old Filipino woman was hospitalized on 12/31/80
complaining of right lower quadrant pain which had begun four weeks earlier
with flu symptoms and cough.
Physical examination : A tender 10.0 em. by 8.0 em. mass was palpable
in the right mid and lower abdomen.
The past medical history includ~d a mastectomy for breast cancer twentyfive years earlier, a bleeding duodenal ulcer in 1962 and 1979, and a diagnosis of essential hypertension which was treated with diuretics.
Laboratory studies included a hemoglobin of 8.5 grams, a moderate
neutrophilic leukocytosis, an alkaline phosphatase of 304 (normal 56-258),
LOH 362 (normal 75-160), SGOT 47 (normal 6-36), bilirubin 0. 2, gamma globulin
3.8.
Radiographs: The chest x-ray was normal. A barium enema showed the
cecum and appendix to be partially filled with an ill -defined mass in the
posterior aspect of the cacum and proximal ascending colon. Sonogram revealed a 6.5 em. mass in the lateral aspect of the right mid and lower
abdomen.
SURGERY:

(January 5, 1981)

A laparotomy , right hemicolectomy and ileotransverse colostomy was performed. There was a large bulky mass involving the cecum and perforating to
the lateral flank , with 3-4 em. liver metastases in both lobes. The procedure
was very difficult because of the very hemorrhagic and soft character of the
tumor which extended to the lateral peritoneal wall. Liver metastases measu ring up to 3-4 em. in diameter were noted and much of the tumor adherent to
peritoneal wall had to be left in situ. A quick examination of the pelvic
viscera was unremarkable.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The right col ectomy specimen included the cecum, a 7. 0 em. appendix,
4.5 em. of terminal ileum, and .a long length of ascending colon. The ileocecal mesocolon , up to 6.0 em., was filled with a tumor measuri ng up to 5.0 x
4.5 x 3. 0 em. and separated a litt le from the colonic wall by indurated and
edematous fat. Hemorrhagic tissue and polypoid tumor were seen within the
cut end of the mesocolonic vein. Multiple other large, discrete ovoid tumors
were noted along the mesocolon.
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JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 9
ACCESSION NO. 24268

A 10.5 x 9.5 em. ragged hemorrhagi c mass protruded from the posterolateral
surrace of the cecum and a finger can be introduced into the ascending colonic
lumen at this point. On the mucosal aspect of the posterior wall of the ascending colon was a punched out ulcerated plaque-like, firm tumor measuring 7.0 x
4.5 em. and involving 75% of the colonic circumference. The tumor involved the
ileocecal valve and 1.5 em. of the terminal ileum.
FOLLOW-UP:
Postoperative laboratory data included a beta HCG by RIA 33 ,000 IU/ml on
l/31/81 and 114,000 on 1/29/81 . The CEA was repeatedly in the 15-22.5 range.
The patient deteriorated progressively wjth increasing liver metastases
and bilateral pulmonary metastases. Aggressive chemotherapy was given, including Methotrexate, without avail. The patient died February 4, 1981. An
autopsy was not obtained.

CONTRIBUTOR: Doris L. Herman, M. 0.
Gallup, New Mexico

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 10

TISSUE FROM: Stomach

ACCESSION NU. 23803

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
Histor~: This 70 year old Navajo male presented with diffuse abdominal
pain and a 8 pound weight loss over the previous 2 months.

Physical examination was non-contributory.
Laboratory findings:

Hematocrit 23, hemoglobin 6.9, WBC 17,500.

Radiographs: An upper GI
SURGERY:

examinatio~

showed a gastric mass.

(November 7, 1979)

A subtotal gastrectomy with Billroth II anastamosis was performed. A
large fungating tumor on the antrum of stomach was found and the liver was
studded with small nodules.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
A portion of stomach measuring 13 em. along the lesser curvature and
16.5 em. along the greater curvature was received. A polypoid, bulky,
cauliflower-like tumor measuring 12.0 x 5.'5 x 4.2 em. was present on the
greater curvature and posterior wa·l l . The tumor was firm to hard and showed
superficial ulceration and hemorrhage. The tumor extended focally through the
muscularis to involve the serosal fat. Eight of fourteen peri-gastric lymph
nodes were involved by tumor. The liver biopsy showed no tumor, but multiple
necrotizing granulomata were seen.
FOLLOW-UP:
Not available.

CONTRIBUTOR: James D. Collins, M. D.
Waterlo'o, Iowa

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 11

TISSUE FROM:

ACCESSION NO. 24040

Esophagus

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 68 year old man complained of dysphagia and a burning sensation
in his chest whenever he swallowed food in May of 1980. His symptoms responded
to an ulcer-type diet.
Radiologic studies disclosed an elongated distorted area involving 6.0 to
8.0 em. with the lower 3.0 to 4.0 em. uninvolved.
SURGERY: (October 7, 1980)
A laparotomy and a right thoracotomy with an esophagogastrectomy were performed. Palpation of the esophagus through the esophagogastric junction demonstrated what felt .to be a firm nodular intraluminal lesion arising approximately
2-3 em. proximal to the esophagogastric junction.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The ~sophageal specimen measured 12.5 em. in length and 4.0 to 5.0 em. in
width. The external surface showed the usual connective tissue with nodules of
tumor. Almost the entire mucosal surface was replaced by neoplasm varying in
color from pink-gray to gray-black. Parts were friable, granular and exuded a
foul smell.
FOLLOW-UP:
Postoperatively he developed an esophagogastric pleural fistula. Reexploration demonstrateq a breakdown of the right anterolateral aspect of the
esophagogastric anastomosis. There was an area of necrosis along the greater
curvatu·re of the remaining segment of the stomach. While closing the esophagogastric fistula he developed a cardiac arrest and expired.

CONTRIBUTOR:

Richard L. Johnson. M. D.
Pasadena.• Ca1i forni a

JUNE 26 , 1983 - CASE NO. 12
ACCESSION NO. 24776

TISSUE FROM: Stomach
CliNICAL ABSTRACT:

This 80 year old male presented With a one week history of weakness,
general malaise and darkening stool. He also noted several episodes of
tac~ycardia.

Past medical history was remarkable for hypertension, diverticulosis,
and a total thyroidectomy 38 years ago for hyperthyroidism.
Physical examination was unremarkable, except for tarry stool strongly
positive for occult b)ood on rectal exam~nation.

.

.

Laboratory: Hemoglobin 8.1, hematocrit 23.8%.
Endoscopy revealed a submucosal mass in the mid-posterior gastric wall
with two overlying ulcerations.
SURGERY:

(January 6, 1983)

A partial gastrectomy was performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
Received was a 104 gram mass measuring 7.0 x 6.0 x 6.0 em. Upon sectioning, the mass had a homogeneous glistening,, light tan appearance. The
mass was focally covered by gastric mucosa, in which there was a 3.0 x 2.0 em.
ulcer.
FOlLOW-UP:
The patient did well postoperatively and has been seen once by his
physician . He was doing well. He failed to keep his most recent appointment.

CONTRIBUTOR: Albert E. Hirst, M. D.
Lorna Linda, California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO . 13

TISSUE FROM: Stomach

ACCESSION NO. 23074

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 49 year old black man experienced hematemesis in December
of 1977 and on September 2, 1978. At presentation after the second episode,
the hemoglobin was 9.6 grams, Gastroscopy revealed a 3.0 x 3.0 x 2.0 em.
ulcer with smooth, raised but somewhat irregular edges.
SURGERY:

(September 22, 1978)

A subtotal gastrectomy including adherent spleen, a portion of the diaphragm and a small adherent segment of the left lobe of the liver were removed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The resected stomach measured 13 x 11 em. A lobulated mass projected
from the fundus of the stomach and was adherent to the diaphragm and
left lobe of the liver. A 3.0 x 2.5 em. ulcer i n the fundus of the stomach
was surrounded by a zone of induration 1-2 em. wide. A lobulated smooth mass
projected from the fundic serosal surface external to the area of ulceration.
A 5 em. length channel extended from the ulcer into the center of the mass .
The cut surfaces were firm, tan and homogeneous.
out1~ard

FOLLOW-UP:
Not available.

CONTRIBUTOR: Walter F. Coulson, M. D.
Los Angeles, California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 14

TISSUE FROM:

ACCESSION NO. 18130

Perianal

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 17 year old Caucasian male was referred for evaluation of a
rectal mass. The patient was first known to have a perirectal abscess on the
left which was incised and drained at the age of 12. The patient remained in
good health until August of 1968 when he complained of diffuse leg and low
back pain. The patient was also known to have febrile episodes in the afternoon. Subsequently, the patient displayed lethargy and anorexia resulting in
a 10 pound weight loss over several months. An EKG was reported to have shown
"some changes" and a tentative diagnosis of rheumatic fever was rendered.
The febrile episodes continued despite penic-illin therapy . The patient was
hospitalized on 9/27/68 and palpable bilateral axillary and inguinal adenopathy were noted. Heterophile titers were negative. Steroids were given for
a possible viral infection with some myocardial involvement. The fever improved and the patient was discharged 10/10/68. At home the patient remained
markedly lethargic and lost weight. The child had not passed a bowel movement
in several days. A large red mass in the left side of the rectum and buttocks
was found by the mother. During the subsequent admission the patient admitted
knowing of a mass in his rectum since June 1968 but did not mention it for fear
that it was cancer. Definitive diagnosis could not be ascertained on a biopsy
of the mass and left inguinal lymph node.
SURGERY:

(October 25, 1968)

An abdominal peritoneal resection with an incontinuity left radical groin
dissection was performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The fresh specimen consisted of a res.ection of the rectosigmoid, including the anus, a teardrop portion of gray, hairy, anal skin including the small
fragments of femoral skin and femoral nodes from the left side. The rectosigmoid segment measured 21.0 em. in length. Beneath the perianal skin was a
large tumor mass which &egan in the subcutaneous tissue at approximately the
pectinate line and distorted the overlying skin and was intimately associated
with it. The tumor measured 6.0 em. in the anterior-posterior plane and
7.0 em. in the transverse plane. The tumor was spherical and composed of a
slightly lobulated, white to yellow to hemorrhagic mass which was resilient
in consistency. Areas of tumor necrosis were noted. The tumor extended to
the bottom or interior portion of subcutaneous tissue overlying it. The perianal skin was thickened, slightly discolored and contained two recent biopsy
sites. The small portion of skin overlying the femoral nodes contained a
2.0 em. recent surgical incision site (submitted separately). Several large
lymph nodes were noted in the femoral group which were totally replaced by
firm white to tan tissue.
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JUNE 26 , 1983 - CASE NO. 14
ACCESSION NO. 18130

FOLLOW-UP:
The patient initially did well post-operatively with a normally functioning colostomy. A sternal aspiration was performed to evaluate a persistent
anemia requiring repeated transfusion. There was -tumor replacement of the bone
~arrow. · The patient was discharged to home and died l/30/6g.

An autopsy showed tumor metastatic ~o pancreas, testes, adrenal, multiple
boney sites and multiple lymph nodes, neurogenic bladder with slight bilateral
hydronephrosis, bronchopneumonia, decubitus ulcers , and extramedullary hematopoiesis in the liver an enlarged spleen and kidneys.

CONTRIBUTOR: Charles McCammon, M. D.
Palm Desert, California

JUNE 26, 19B3 - CASE NO. 15

TISSUE FROM: Anus

ACCESSION NO. 2Z746

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 60 year old retired cowboy noted slowly enlarging, tender
masses about the anus for 10 to 12 years: He also noted occasional bright
red bleeding.
Physical examination: Rectal examination showed multiple, extensive·
verrucous lesions involving the anus. Signoidoscopy showed internal hemorrhoids, and multiple pedunculated polyps in the signoid colon.
SURGERY: {January 17, 1978)
The anal lesions were excised.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
Four wedge-shaped fragments of gray-tan tissue, the largest of which
measured 6 x 4 x 2 em., were submitted. The mucosal surfaces were thrown
into verrucous folds.
FOLLOW-UP:
The patient was last seen on 2/9/78 , and was doing well.

CONTRIBUTOR: Joseph N. Carberry, M. D.
Los Angeles, California

JUNE 26, 19B3 - CASE NO. 16

TISSUE FROM: Transverse colon

ACCESSION NO. 24570

Clinical Abstract:
History : A 63 year old Caucasian woman lost 40 pounds in weight over a
two year period. She had experienced diffuse abdominal pains for the last
four to six months prior to presentation with an abdominal mass and occult
blood in the stools.
The east medical history was significant for
cell carc1noma of the cervix in 1958. Recurrence
to an anterior exenteration •. A right nephrectomy
number of bouts of pyelonephritis left the kidney

radium treatment of squamous
of tumor in July, 1961 led
was done in 1963 after a
hydronephrotic.

Radiograph: Barium enema showed a tumor of the transverse colon.
Laboratory studies showed a CEA of 495, hemoglobin of 9.4 grams with
microcytic hypochromic indices.
SURGERY:

(May 14, 1982)

A transverse colon resection was performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The segment of transverse colon contained a large palpable mass in the
center which distorted the attached mesentery. Beginning 5.0 em. from the
distal line of resection, an ulcerated tumor mass extended 7.0 em. with an
average diameter of 6.0 em. with a 4.5 em. diameter crater. There was an
additional 2-3 em. of undermining the mucosa beyond the area of ulceration.
The tumor margins were quite discrete. On cut section, the tumor ~as extremely firm and gray-white . It involved the entire thickness of the colonic wall
and extended into the mesentery reaching both sides of the mesenteric surfaces.
FOLLOW-UP:
In March 1983 CEA was 3.9 (normal less than 3.0). Last seen May '13, 1983
with complaint of pressure in rectum. Abdomen negative. Flexible scope
passed to 45 em. - questionable mass palpated at 25 em. To return in 3 months .

CONTRIBUTOR:

Melvin W. Anderson, M. D.
Al~ambra, California

JUNE Z6, 1983 - CASE NO. 17

TISSUE FROM:

Stomach

ACC ESSION NO. 24426

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 69 year old diabetic man presented wit~ a 12 hour of epigastric pain, emesis and hiccups. His §Ymptoms developed approximately
2 hours after eating. The high epigastric non-radiating pain was relieved
after emesis of his entire earlier meal. The patient had recurring bouts of
pain whenever he attempted to take fluids by mouth. The pain was partially
relieved by emes1s occurring an average of 30-60 minutes after eating .
A prior admission was prompted by a s imilar cons tellation of symptoms . The
patient had undergone an exploratory laparotomy in Octob.er 1981. A stone
was found in the common duct a d a cholecystectomy was performed. The
stomach was opened but no tumor was seen .. The patieht did. poorly postoperatively ai1d died November 30, 1981, of an acute myocardial infarction.
AUTOPSY:

(December 1, 1981 }

The cause of death was rupture of an atherosclerotic plaque in the
coronary artery.
·
,.
The stomach was quite well preserved and the mucosa showed no ulceration. The mucosa had a pebbled appearance and the muscu.lature was diffusely quite thick. Scattered from the cardia to the 'pylorus .were numerous
small sessile mucosal elevations ranging' from 0.3 to 1.0 em. in di.amete.r.
The larger ones appeared to 1ie in the suoml!.cosa and ele,vated the mucosa
smoothly over them. The smaller ones appeared more polypoid. There was
no distinct alteration in the color of the mucosa. Similar nodules were
not found in the remainder of the gastro.intestinal tract.

CONTRIBUTOR: Jerree Stroh, M. D.
Long Beach , California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 18

TISSUE FROM : Stomach

ACCESSION NO. 24850

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History : A 28 year old Filipino woman had a two year history of gastric
ulcer disease with upper gastrointestinal bleeding and hematemesis treated with
Tagamet while in the Philipines . She was doing well since then until approximately 2/20/83 when she presented with dizziness, stomach pains, and bl ack
tarry stools. She was anemic wi th an hemoglobin level of g,8 grams.
An upper gastrointestina·l series showed prominent and irregular rugal
fold s with decreased peristal si s along the greater curvature and a bariumfilled crater along the superior aspect of the duodenal bulb.
The chest x-ray, li ver scan and bone marrow bi ospy were negative.
SURGERY : (March 8, 1983)
A subtotal gastrectomy with right and left hepatic lobe biospy was performed .
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The distal portion of the stomach was submi tted . The specimen measured
18.0 em. in length and 12 em. in greatest circumference. The serosal surface
was pink-gray in color with adenopathy up to ~.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 em. noted. Very
promi nent rugal fo lds were noted over the entire specimen. The folds were
soft, pliable and revealed a gray-tan infiltrate involving the mucosa and submucosa on cut section. The gastric wall was thickened to a maximum of 1.8 em.
A 0.3 em. attached cuff of duodenum showed no apparent mucosal thickening.
FOLLOW-UP:
Not available.

CONTRIBUTOR: D. R. Dickson, M. D.
Santa Barbara , California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 19

TISSUE FROM: Stomach

ACCESSION NO. 24736

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
. Htstory: A 66 year old male complained of heartburn, belching and itching for about 2 months . He had lost 13 pounds in the previous 6 months.
· Phfsical examination: There was a firm, slightly tender, movable mass
in the eft upper. abdomen.
Laboratory values: The WBC was 19,000 with 28% eosinophils, hemoglobin
was 10.1 grams.
·
Upper ·GI series revealed a large neoplasm i.n the stomach which appeared
movable on echogram.
During laparotomy (November 3, 1981) the large mass involved most of the
stomach wall up to the esophagus with fixation to the diaphragm and celiac
axis •. The tumor was nonresectable and only biopsies were performed.
The patient was discharged after surgery, but readmitted on 12/14/81
with a pleural effusion and WBC 55,000. He died on 12/17/81 .
AUTOPSY FINDINGS:
The stomach· was massively enlarged by bulky tumors showing a shaggy
greenish yellow necrotic ulcerated surface. Transmural extension with serosal
adhesions involved 75% of the gastric surface. The mass directly infiltrated
the liver, spleen, transverse colon, and abdominal wall, and penetrated the
lef'\: hemidiaphragm to involve the left lung . Gastric, hepatic, portal and
periaortic lymph nodes were grossly involved with tumor.

CONTRIBUTOR: Paul . Ortega, M.D.
Burlingame, California

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 20

TISSUE FROM: Stomach

ACCESSION NO. 24792

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
Histort: This 53 year old Chinese male presented to his physician with
a 1~ monthistory of recurrent abdominal pain and tarry stool. An upper GI
series was performed on an outpatient basis and showed a soft tissue mass
along the greater curvature of the stomach. Endoscopic examination was reportedly consistent with a smooth muscle tumor. Laboratory studies were noncontributory. The patient was admitted for resection of the tumor.
SURGERY: (September 14 , 1982)
A partial gastrectomy was performed .
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
A subtotal gastric resection measuring 7 em. along the lesser curvature
and 13 em. along the greater curvature w~ received. In the center of the
mucosa a smooth, dome-shaped mass 8 x 6 x 5 em. was noted. A small, shallow
central ulcer 1 x 1.5 em. was present overlying the mass. The remaining mucosa
was unremarkable. Cross section through the mass revealed a sharply circumscribed , somewhat edematous tumor with a lobulated b~own cut surface.
FOLLOW-UP:
Not available

CONTRIBUTOR: Robert E. Riechmann, M. 0.
Covina, Cali fornia

JUNE 26, 1983 - CASE NO. 21

TISSUE FROM: Small bowel

ACCESSION NO. 24738

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: A 56 year old man with a past history of adenocarcinoma of
the prostate with bony metastases experienced intermittent bouts of cramping abdominal pain with ~pisodic apparent obstruction.
An upper Gl and barium enema were negative.
SURGERY:
An intraluminal tumor of the small intestine was discovered and the
segment resected.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
On opening the small bowel segment, a firm, round mucosa covered polypoid nodule .was found protruding into the lumen. Cut sections showed the
nodule to be of firm, homogeneous, gray-white tissue.
FOLLOW-UP:
Wen he was seen in 5/83 he had no more gastro-intestinal symptoms .
He is receiving radiation and hormones fo~ prostate ca~cer with bony metastases.
·

;r•

CONTRIBUTOR: Raymond Lesonsky, M. D.
Van Nuys, California

JUNE 26, q983 - CASE NO. 22

TISSUE FROM: Mesentery

ACCESSION NO. 24858

CLINICAL ABSTRAC-T: ,

..

1.

History: A 18 year old Caucasian female was admitted because of a mass
in the right lower quadrant of the abdomen which she had felt for the past
year. The mass was
. about 3.0 to 4.0 .em. in.. diameter and moveable.
'

An IVP and BE were normal except for a possible extra-cecal mass pressing on the lumen.
SURGERY: (March 22, 1983)
Excision of an abdominal tumor from the ·root of the mesentery and appendectomy were performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The specimen consist of a 6.0 x 5.0 x 5.0 em. cyst. There were no external excrescenes. On cut section the cysts contained a tan mushy content.
There was no hair present. The internal lining of the cyst was gray-tan and
smooth to trabeculated. A. small ridge of gray tissue measuring 1.0 x 0.3 em.
was noted (RQki.tansky protuberance).
.
·.
•

I''

FOLLOW-UP:
No other abnormalities were reported in the brief follow-up period.

CONTRIBUTOR:
TISSU~

F. Ali, M.D.
Los Angeles, California

FROM: Ascending and transverse colon

JUNE 26, 1983 -CASE NO. 23
ACCESSION NO. 23694

' CLINrCAL ABSTRACT: .
History: An 87 year old Jewish woman suddenly developed abdominal
distention and pain· with .fever, hypotension and confusion 24 hours prior
to admission. Past medical history ~as significant for a laminectomy
15 ~16 years earlier; a mastectomy ~n 1942; ·an hysterectomy in 1948;
pneumonia in 1976; heart failure and peripheral vascular disease diagnosed
in 1978; and Parkinsonism : Medice~tions included t1ete~mucil, Dulcolax, MOM,
Donne~tol, Feste~lan, Trisilicate, Kolantyl, Benadryl, Flexenil, Darvocet-N,
Chloralhydrate, Indocid, Cyclospasmol, and Oiazide. Which medicines were
taken inrne.diately prior to the present illness are unknown. Initial
clinical impression was that the patient was in shock secondary to heart
failure or sepsis; had a possible perforated diverticulum or acutl! ischemic
colitis; had lateral myocardial ischemia secondary to shock and decreased
coronary perfusion; metabolic acidosis; and upper gastrointestinal bleeding.
The patient was started on antibiotics, bicarbonate, Tagamet, colloids and
pressor agents. All therapeutic measures were to no avail and the patient
died 8/25/79, the day after admission.
AUTOPSY (August 2.7, '1979)
A 10.0 x 7.0 em. perforated ulcer of the sigmoid colon was found with
retrocolic and paracolic abscesses as·well as genera~ized peritonitis. The
cecum, ascending and transverse. colon were marked dilated and filled with
fecal material. The ascending and transverse colon showed numerous clear,
cystic, air-filled-blebs on the serosal aspect.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CASES 1-8

These cases have ·been chosen to highlight major areas of controversy regarding
premalignant lesions and 'early' invasive carcinomas of the GJT together with practical
and conceptual problems regarding the class ification, terminology, diagnosis,
limitations and significance of epithelial adenomas, hamartomas and their complicating
carcinomas. l\1ost of the problems encountered have counterparts in other organ
systems; the discussion may therefore also be applied to many of these. The first
section will deal primarily with adenomas, problems of classification and their
significance, and also the problems· associated with the management of early inyasive
carcinomas found in endoscopically resected-adenomas. The next section deals with the
difficulties associated with the diagnosis of dysplasia in conditions affecting the GIT in
which there is a spectrum of epithelial changes present. Finally carcinomas developing
in hamartomas are discussed.
The diagnosis of an adenoma anywhere within the non-squamous GIT is generally
simple, resting entirely on the demonstration of dysplastic glands Frequently these can
be contrasted with non-dysplastic glands in an adjacent part of the lesion or biopsy.
Glands are therefore either dysplastic (= adenomatous) or not. In contrast, many other
diseases progress to the same dysplastic endpoint, but tend to do so through a seectrum
of changes rather than the "all or none" features of the adenomas. By definitiOn, any
classification within a spectrum is arbitrary and subjective. Diseases characterized by
this mode of development include all of the chronic inflammatory diseases such as
Barrett's esophagus, the partially resected stomach and the ideopathic chronic
inflammatory bowel diseases of ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease.
ADENOMAS: DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

Adenomas are benign neoplasms of gland-forming epithelium that are defined by
the presence of dysplastic epithelium. Adenomas are by definition non-invasive (i.e.
benign), but they have the potential for becoming invasive. Until dysplastic epithelium
invades through the muscularis mucosae and into the submucosa it appears to have no
metastasizing potential. The finding of severe dysplasia or carcinoma in situ (CIS) is
therefore of no direct threat to the patient, although it may select patients at high risk
of developing further neoplasms.
Classification of adenomas
The simplest and most prac tical classification of adenomas is that utilized by the
W.H.O. in which "adenoma" is used in the generic sense with three subcategories,
namely tubular, villous, and tubulovillous. Criteria for distinguishing between these is
not given; indeed it is a spectrum. This classification of adenomas is simple, yet
subjective, poorly-defined and therefore imprecise. It is based on a combination of
macroscopic and microscopic observations which show a reasonable degree of
correlation, yet sufficient divergence from accepted descriptions to be perplexing on
occasions. Such classifications are useful when analyzing large series, for instance
when trying to assess the risk of invasive carcinoma being present. However, in the
clinical setting this is of limited value as in the particular lesion in question invasive
carcinoma either is or is not present and only histological examination of the entire
lesion will provide an answer.
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Grade of dysplasia in adenomas
Dysplasia In adenomas can be subjectively graded. If this is carried out, the
most common grading system is one employing mild, modera:te and severe degrees of
involvement with carcinoma in situ (CIS) as a final cate.gory. Carcinoma in situ is
variably used to mean extremely severe dysplasia, or an architectural abnormality
characterized by a back-to-back appearance (glands sharing a common party wall), or
both of these.
Unfortunately, when the literature is reviewed it is apparent that in many
institutions misconceptions abound regarding the presence of dysplasia and CIS.
Adenomas are sometimes subdivided into "adenomas" and "adenomas with dysplasia"
implying that the former are not dysplastic. This leads to the errontous implication
that only some adenomas are dysplastic, but is actually used in an attempt to separate
adenomas with milder degrees of dysplasia from those with more severe dysplasia which
sometimes includes CIS. It is well documented, but poorly realized that while adenomas
may go through a spectrum of dysplasia from mild to moderate, then to severe and CIS
and finally become invasive, that this is not necessary for the development of invasive
carcinomas. Although the more severe the dysplasia, the more likely it is that a
particular adenoma will contain a focus of invasive carcinoma, adenomas that are only
mildly dysplastic can, and do, give rise directly to invasive carcinomas without more
dysplastic mucosa being present.
A further common problem is that CIS is frequently regarded as a subgroup of
carcinoma rather than as a subdivision of adenoma and may lead to futher erronrous
conclusions when data is analyzed.
·
Reporting adenomas: This is best kept simple, such as "Completely excised tubular
adenoma, resection of rectal polyp". Grading of adenomas is probably unnecessary;
however some have suggested that patients with severely dysplastic polyps many be
most likely to develop further adenomas (Kalus, Morson & Konishi). As all patients
developing adenomas should be followed for life anyway, and as follow-up of all patients
having adenomas is the same irrespective of the degree of dysplasia, a strong argument
can be made for not reporting the grade of dysplas ia. In addition, some surgeons
become 'excited' iiTerms such as 'carcinoma in situ" appear on reports. Unless one
wishes to encourage surgical action such terms are probably best omitted.
COMPLICATIONS OF ADENOMAS:
MISPLACED ADENOMATOUS GLANDS
carctnomatous11 mvasion of the stalk).

1.

IN

THE

SUBMUCOSA

("Pseudo-

2. CARCINOMA IN ADEN OMAS
The relationship between adenomas and carcinomas is no longer open to doubt
(Muto). Despite the fact that some adenomas have been followed radiologically for
years with little or no change in size, and that the transformation from adenoma to
carcinoma is unpredictable and may never occur in some adenomas, because of the
uncertainty of either the nature of the· polyp or their ultimate course, excision of all
polyps is recommended wherever possible. The once popular adage that is reasonable to
follow polyps lessthan I em in diameter radiologically is not recom mended because
i) About I% of 1 em in diameter adenomas already have a focus of invasive
adenocarcinoma
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ii) Patients cannot be relied upon to return at annual or biannual intervals
for follow-up barium enemas.
iii) Double contrast enemas at 4-5 R adds up to a considerable amount of
radiation over a long period of time.
When considering subsequent management of invasive carcinoma in a
pedunculated polyp, it is important at the outset to be certain that one is dealing with a
true invasive adenocarcinoma and not so-called 'pseudocarcinomatous invasion of the
stalk'. A more perplexing problem arises when true invasive carcinoma is found in the
stalk of a polyp. The literature on this subject appears to point to definite conclusions
concerning the behavior of these polyps which the experience at the University of
Chicago tends to confirm. These conclusions were the result of questioning the premise
that a diagnosis of Invasive adenocarcinoma per ~ was sufficient justification for
carrying out a colectomy because metastasis to regional lymph nodes may already have
occurred, colectomy being the only definitive treatment possible. The result of this
approach, when applied to invasive carcinoma in polyps, was that many patients had
colectomies. In the overwhelming majority of patients no residual tumor was found
either at the site of the polyp, or in the regional lymph nodes. Further, this operation
was not without its own intrinsic morbidity and mortality. The latter is of particular
concern as it is not insignificant. While most surgeons will claim an operative
mortality of less than 296 for sigmoid colectomy, in the literature it is extremely
difficult to find figures lower than 696, while In some series figures of 1596 or more are
mentioned. At the University of Chicago the mortali ty in the perioperative period for
sigmoid resections of large bowel carcinoma irrespective of any clinical factors such as
age, the patients condition, whether the patient presented with obstruction, had
widespread metastases etc.is 6%, a figure that rises to 15% in the over 70 age group.
(Personal Communication- Block) However, this includes all patients including those
presenting with complications, a situation that does not exist in patients with small
carcinomas where elect ive surgery can be undertaken. Nevertheless, an overall
mortality of only 296 becomes unacceptable if nodal metastases are never found. Of
course, this is not the case, but the proportion of such carcinomas showing lymgh node
metastases is very small, and this is correlated to some extent with several factors.
However, in one of the rare recent series, elective colectomy had a mortality of zero in
44 patient less than 50 which rose to 1.696 (3/186) in patients aged 50-69, and to 4.4%
(6/136) in patients of 70 or more (Greenberg).
When invasion is confined to the "head" of the polyp the proportion of patients
showing lymph node metastases is extremely small, being zero in one series and 3.696 in
another. These figures are clearly within the same range as the operative mortality,
but as death from cancer occurs months or years after the operation, a recommendation
of pure follow up seems justified. Some argue, albeit sanguinely, that at least the right
patients will succumb.
When the stalk of the polyp is infiltrated, the incidence of lymph node
metastases probably increases, but there are few good papers on that subject.
However, Coutsoftides et al provided a good study that examined this quest ion, but
falled to find a lymph node metastasis in 10 carcinomas that had infiltrated into the
stalk of a polyp. However they found that sessile tumors frequently contained invasive
carcinoma extending into or through the muscularis propria. Although 1/12 carcinomas
involving the submucosa metastasized, 39/52 (75%) infiltrated into or through the
external muscle layer. They suggested that all polyPoid lesions need only to be
completely excised locally, while all sessile lesions require local resection. This is
supported by a St. Mark's Hospital study by Gillespie et al, who have taken this one
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step further and routinely recommend no further treatment in completely excised
carcinomas unless they are poorly differentiated (this conclusion was the result of a
previous study from that hospital). These studies were also similar in showing that
about 90% of invasive carcinomas occurring in adenomas do so primarily in the sigmoid
or descending colon. Care should be taken in interpreting series mentioning a 25%
incidence of lymph node metastases as these have been severely 'questioned'.
Nevertheless, there is sufficient experience in the literature to suggest that
management is less simple than these guides suggest. There is no real controversy
concerning tumors extending to the resected margin, where further resection is
recommended by all writers. Similarly, lesions that are unresectable colonoscopically
also require further operation. However, care is required when tumors are either poorly
differentiated or in which invasion of an endothelial-lined space is observed as these
tumors have a far greater propensity to metastasize. Frequently it may be difficult or
impossible to be certain whether these channels are lymphatic rather than capillary, but
the latter will occur from time to time and occasional patients may therefore develop
hepatic metastases at a later date. Clearly, if this has occurred then the question of
local excision is irrelevant.
The management of invasion occurring in adenomas may therefore be
summarized as follows:
1. Well or moderatelv differentiated invasive adenocarcinoma in a edunculated
polyp that has been completely excised carnes a rtsk o metastases to loc ymp
nodes that is so low that, especially in the elderly, the operattve riSk probably at least
approximates this risk. In this group of patients no further treatment is therefore
recommended.
2. Tumors in which subsequent operative intervention should be considered
because the risk of metastasis considerably exceeds the operative mortality or the
tumor has been incompletely excised are:
i. Tumors in which invasion extends to the resected margin (incomplete excision).
ii. Poorly differentiated tumors. (ls - 100%)
iii. Tumors in which endothelial-lined channels a ear to contain tumor (about 15%).
iv. Sessile tumors, which have a much higher mcidence o metastasis about 15%).
It should be remembered that in all patients the chances of the tumor eventually
killing the patient must be balanced against the operative and postoperative mortality
doing the same much sooner.
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DYSPLASIA IN CHRONIC IN FLAMMATORY DISEASE
The concept of dysplasia in these diseases is based on a similar principle to that
of the adenoma-carcinoma sequence, namely that carcinoma also arises from a
precarcinomat ous lesion. Clinically the identification and excision of the latter should
prevent the subsequent development of carcinoma. Conversely, patients without
dysplasia could be followed and not subjected to unnecessary removal of the affected
portion of the GIT.
Problems associated wit h lack of definition and terminology have recently been
largely overcome in inflammatory bowel disease by defining dysplasia as an unequivocal
neoplastic alteration of large bowel epithelium analogous to that seen in adenomas.
Such epithelium may be not only a marker or precursor of carcinoma, but may itself be
malignant and associated with direct invasion into the underlying tissue. In essence,
unless a biopsy is similar to that seen in adenomas in the non-eolitic popula tion it will
not be calssified as dysplastic. All biopsies can be classified as follows:
NEGATIVE
Normallarge bowel epithelium
Inactive (quiescent) colitis
Active coli tis,: regeneration
INDEFINITE
Probably negative (probably inflammatory)
Unknown
Probably positive (probably dysplastic)
POSITIVE
Low grade dysplasia
High grade dysplasia
This classification appears applicable to all similar situations elsewhere in the
However, it is imperative to
recognize that:

GIT (Barrett's esophagus, the resected sto mach etc.).

1.
Small carcinomas in these diseases may not be elevated above the surrounding
mucosa (i.e. they may not be visible endoscopically). However, others may be plaquelike or finely nodular. Although potentially visible endoscopically they are readily
missed radiologically and endoscopically unless one is very aware of what is being
searched for. Also, even if seen and biopsied, the biopsy will frequently onlt show the
over! ina d s lasia and not the under! in carcinoma. Further the de ree o d s !asia
may all ar short o m-sttu carcinoma even while g vmg rtse to an mvastve carcmoma.
2.
Using this definition and classification, most pathologists can become good
screeners, however, if colectomy is contemplated entirely on the grounds of dysplasia
the histological diagnosis should be verified either by repeated biopsies or by letting a
second pathologist familiar with the system review the slides so that the number of
false positive diagnoses, which should already be very small, is absolutely minimized.
3.
When such lesions are found, they should be managed as invasive carcinomas,
including an adequate lymph node dissection, because of the relatively high risk that
such a lesion may ultimately prove to be an invasive carcinoma.
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Follow-uo of colitics at risk:
, There is c urrently no 'best' method of follow-up; however, intelligent use of the
facts outlined above prov ides several clues of what this must encompass if dysplasia is
to be used effectively clinically.
In view of the patchiness of dysplasia, proctoscopy and colonoscopy with multiple
carefully labelled biopsies must be an integral part of any surveillance program me.

(i)

(ii) Endoscopic (and probably double contrast radiological) appearances may give the

best indication of areas suspicious of dysplasia.
taken of any lesion and the adjacent mucosa.

Multiple biopsies should always be

(iii) If rando m biopsies are taken, the return is proportional to the number of biopsies
taken, and the 'one every 10 em' rule is probably the best compromise. While over a
period of time the random nature of the biopsies will a t least partially overcome the
sampling problem, if the caecum is regularly the first area biopsied, then a 'blind spot'
will develop in the proximal ascending colon as the colonoscope will always be
withdrawn over this area. An addi t ional random biopsy from this area could therefore
be recommended.
(iv) With the exception of genuine adenomas, endoscopic lesions yield ing dysplastic
mucosa on biopsy are best treated as carcinomas.
(v) There is always a risk that carcinomas may be 'missed' by all available methods.
There is currently no objective knowledge on the frequency with which this occurs.
Operative intervention (i. e. 'prophylactic' proctocolectomy) also has its own. small but
definite risks.
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Case 1. Accession #24848
MODERATO R'S DIAGNOSIS: Villous adenoma involving rec to-sigmoid colon.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: This 69-year-old white male presented with diarrhea and was
81So found to be severely hyponatremic with a sodium level of 117 mEq-1. Renal biopsy
showed a villous adenoma extending virtually from the anal verge up to about 25 em.
The tumor was excised locally and reanastamosis established. Residual foci distally
were caurterized.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: When the slide is held up to the light or examined
microscopically at low power, the superficial villous nature of this tumor is readily
apparent. Microscopy confirms the dysplastic nature of the crypts and villi which
compose it and insures that no invasive carcinoma is present. Histologically it should
be noted that, although villi are easily discerned, in practice many are complex and
branched and also have tubule formation in them.
DISCUSSION: Some Plll'ists might be tempted to call this tumor a tubulo-villous
adenomas because of the complex villi. However, virtually all adenomas would be
consequently be· categorized as such, and the classification would become largely
meaningless. It should be noted that adenomas tend to have two patterns of dysplasia.
The most frequent is associated with enlarged, hypochromatic, stratified nuclei which
frequently reach the upper part of the cell; the other is one in which nuclei are rather
more vesicular, remain crowded, have a prominent nucleolus and tend to be confined to
the base of the cell. Under these circumstances the nuclei are frequently very large
and may occupy one half of the cell. Both of these patterns may be seen, and
frequently they merge with each other. In many small adenomas the nuclei are often
very hyperchromatic rather than vesicular es seen in this particular adenoma.
Occasionally bundles of smooth muscle arising from a thickened muscularis
mucosa can be seen going up into the villous processes of these tumors. This can be a
trap for the unwary if they biopsied, because they can be misinterpreted as invasion of
the underlying muscle by the adenom a. It should be also pointed out that as a corollary
of this, some tumors seem to infiltrate straight into the muscularis propria without
there being an obvious line of demarcation between the adenomatous tissue and the
underlying muscle and without a desmoplastic react ion. This makes it virtually
impossible for the diagnosis to be made on biopsy, unless one has an appropriate clinical
history of a typical carcinoma that has been seen endoscopically. Fortunately such
tumors are rare.
One noteworthy feature of this patient is his hyponatremia. It is interesting
since, although it has been described association with large villous adenomas of this
type, hypokalemia is rare • Such tumors tend to be characterized by adundant mucous
secretion and, histologically, to contain abundant mucin within the cells. This is not
seen in this tumor, and it is uncertain whether the hyponatremia is related to the tumor
at all. Usually hyponatremia is associated with ADH-producing tum ors, such as oat- cell
carcinomas, if with any at all.
When large tumors like this are encountered clinically, the pathologist is
frequently troubled by how much of the tumor he should process to be sure that a
micro-invasive carcinoma has not been missed. In this particular case, the tumor
appears to have been at least 25 em. in length and virtually circumferential in the
rectum and sigmoid. It is impossible to process the whole of this tumor, ideal as that
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may be, as the workload would be overwhelming. Under these circumstances the best
course would be to open the bowel when received, photograph the specimen and then pin
it out and leave it to fix overnight. The following morning the tumor should be trapped
carefully at 2-3 mm. intervals and the cut surface carefully inspected, with particular
attention given to the junction between the mucosa and the submucosa. If infiltrating
carcinoma is present, it will be manifest either as mucin pools, which can be seen
infiltrating the submucosa and often the external muscular layer, or, if the tumor does
not produce mucin, as yellowish tumor that binds down the mucosa to the submucosa
and underlying muscularis propria. If such areas are found on inspection, they should
obviously be processed. In the absence of such areas, one should just embed random
sect ions of the tumor; a reasonable rule of thumb is to take roughly one section for
every centimeter of tumor. In addition the margins of excision should be delineated and
sections taken wherever tumor appear.s to approach the margin of excision, as this will
indicate possible later recurrence. Although it can be argued that lymph node
dissection is unnecessary if invasive carcinoma is not found, in practice it is usually
wise to proceed with a full lymph node dissection, because on some occasions
metastatic adenocarcinoma will be found in the lymph nodes when it has not been
detected in overlying sections. This is of such importance to the patient's ultim ate
survival, tlfat it should be done rou tinely.
SUMMARY:
1. Adenomas are defined by the presence of dysplasia.
2. Dysplastic mucosa is by definition neoplastic.
3. Neoplastic epithelium can give rise to invasive carcinoma irrespective of the
degree of dysplasia present.
4. Biopsy of a dysplastic tumor may not reveal an underlying carcinoma. Invasion
can only be assumed not to be present by histological examination of the
resected lesion.
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Case 2. Accession ii2487S.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Tubulo-villous adenoma with misplaced glands in the
submucosa (pseudoinvasion of the stalk).
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: This polyp was removed from the sigmoid colon of a 71-yearold male who was otherwise in good health. The polyp was rounded, lobulated, redbrown and measured 2.5 x 1.9 em. with a 0.5 em. diameter base. The polyp was
referred because of the presence of mucous pools in the stalk and the associated
concern about the malignant and metastatic potential of this polyp.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Holding these slides up to the light, one sees an obvious
adenoma. The adenoma itself is either villous or tubulo-villous, depending on which
section was received. In all sections local excision is visibly complete, but the stalk is
expanded by obvious mucin pools, and there is evidence of hemorrhage. Microscopically
the diagnosis of adenoma is easily confirmed by observation of the enlarged glands
containing enlarged cells with hypochromatic nuclei that are stratified and have a
typical picket fence appearance. At the junction with the stalk, the dysplast ic
epithelium c<an be compared with the adjacent non-dysplastic epithelium. Superficially
obvious villi are present within this adenoma, but typical non-villous areas (tubular) are
also apparent, hence the best description is probably tubulo-villous adenoma. The
submucosa contains pools of mucin admixed with hemorrhage, and peripherally much
hemosiderin deposition can be seen. This extends up into the mucosa. Within the stalk
the epithelium has all of the features of the overlying epithelium, including the
presence of a lamina propria.
DISCUSSION: 'Pseudo-carcinomatous invasion of the stalk' (misplaced adenomatous
glands m the submucosa) consists of adenomatous epithelium within the stalk of an
adenoma, probably as a result of traumatic hemorrhage into the stalk with subsequent
re-epithelialization of the hemorrhagic cavity by the overlying adenomatous epi thelium,
(i.e. it is analagous to coli tis cystica profunda). It is important to recognize this lesion,
which usually does not have the typical back-to-back arrangement of glands but does
have much hemorrhage and often iron pigment, because it also has absolutely no
metastasizing potential, and its complete local removal is therefore curative. Unless
one wishes to be beseiged by an army ranging from the senior attending to the junior
medical student, 'misplaced adenomatous glands in the submucosa' is preferable to
'pseudocarcinoma tous invasion'.
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Case 3. Accession 1120687.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Colitis cystica profunda-diffuse.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: A 55-year-old white male with known alcoholic liver disease
presented wtth weakness, swelling of abdomen and feet and melena. Two months
previously his hemoglobin was noted to be 9.2 gm. with an l'IICV of 126. During his
current admission his hemoglobin was 11.2G and MCV of 89. The patient died one day
later; at autopsy the peritoneal cavity contained 3 liters of straw-colored fluid; a
micronodular cirrhosis was present. The colon was normal externally, but there were
numerous tiny cystic structures on the mucosal surface.
MlCROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: The mucosa of the colon appears largely normal, with
perhaps a minimal increase of plasma cells. The main lesion is the presence within the
submucosa of numerous cystic spaces, some of which can be seen to be in continuity
with the overlying mucosa. In contrast to the crypts in the mucosa, the crypts in the
underlying cysts appear larger, less regular, and frequently branched, suggesting that
the mucosa within the submucosal cysts but not in the overlying mucosa is regenerated.
There is also marked submucosal collagen but no apparent hemosiderin deposition.
DISCUSSION: The appearances are those of the diffuse form of colitis cystica
profunda. This condition is relatively poorly described, but the pathogenesis appears
clear. It appears to be the result of ulceration of the mucosa with undermining
abcesses which have subsequently healed by regeneration of the epithelium around their
walls. In this patient, the fact that this is an aquired condition rather than perhaps
partial duplication cysts can be shown by the presence of ganglion cells within the wall
of the subm ucosa cysts, giving the impression that the cysts hae impinged on a
previously existing structure.
This condition is most frequently seen on a background of ideopathic
inflammatory bowel disease, particularly of ulcerative colitis, which has undergone
severe exacerbation with ulceration into the submucosa, leaving residual mucosa
islands.
These may heal, as described above, particularly in patients on
hyperalimentation which provides sufficient time for the disease to heal. In this patient
underlying ulcerative colitis would seem unlikely in view of the absolute regularity of
the crypts and lack of regenerative features in the overlying mucosa. Iiowev·er
occasionally these features may be very difficult to find in ulcerative colitis. Similarly
there is no further evidence of Crohn's disease in this specimen. Ischemia is also an
unlikely etiology, again because of the apparently normal mucosal pattern, although in a
patient who has undergone several episodes of bleeding the possibility of low now
causing superficial ischemia cannot be totally excluded. However one would expect to
see more regenerative changes in the overlying mucosa. Finally one has to wonder
whether the patient could have had an infection such as amebic colitis in the past,
which may affect the mucosa relatively focally, heal as in this patient and leave the
overlying mucosa relatively intact. Unless the patient has high titres of antibodies or
other evidence of other amebic infection, it may be difficult to ever be certain of the
etiology of this condition.
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~LITARY

ULCER SYNDROME OF THE RECTUM AND LOCALIZED COLITIS CYSTI CA
(Hamartomatous Inverted Polyps of the Rectum)

P ROFU~ DA

Localized colitis cystica profunda is a well recognized lesion, but it is an end stage
lesion. The earlier stages of the disease (solitary ulcer syndrome and solitary rec tal
ulcer) are characteristic but frequently misinterpreted or completely missed either
clini;jhlly, pathologically, or both. It is best regarded as reaction to prolapse.
Symptoms

Small amounts of bleeding (occasionally heavy), passage of mucus,
variable pain, diarrhea or constipation, usually "strainers."
Very broad range but peak' in ?0-29 age group.
Slight female predominance.
Mid rectum, usually anteriorly or antero-laterally.

Appearance Indurated area, ulceration is present, it is usually related to a rectal fold,
has a punched out appearance but is shallow. Edge raised, rolled or
polypoid. The latter may be marked and confused with inflammatory
polyps. If.!!£ ulcer, may be hyperemic.
Histology

Thickened muscularis mucosa with smooth muscle fibers and
fibroblasts passing from this up between t he crypts to obliterate the
normal lamina propria. Crypts may show typical regenerative featues and
mucin depletion. Mucosa is often thickened and sometimes villous
superfically. These are the features ofthe "solitary ulc er syndrome." If
resection is carried out the muscularis propria is also found to be
extremely thickened.
Ulceration- In the early stages looks like ischemic or pseudomembranous
colitis with dilated capillaries and a volcano-like exudate.

Pathogenesis These lesions are frequently at the apex of a prolapse, and the
reorientat ion of muscle fibers and submocosal fibrosis is best regarded as
a response to prevent the mucosa becoming detached with straining (see
figures). There is electromyograpic evidence suggesting that the puborectalis muscle, which is part of the pelvic floor musculature usually
produces an angle of 90 degrees between the anal canal and lower rectum.
Any increase in intra-abdominal pressure tightens this even more. On
defecation this has to be overcome and the act of straining normally
relaxes the pubo-rectalis. In many patients with the S.U.S. there is a
paradoxical increase in tonus so that the entire valve mechanism and
anterior rectal wall is depressed into the anal canal The leading edge of
this, therefore, prolepses is where the maximum pathology occurs.
Ulceration may therefore be due to:
a) Ischemia due to stretching and possible rupture of submucosal vessels
at the time of maximum prolapse.
b) Pressure necrosis, if the t ip of the prolapse becomes impacted in the
anal canal.
c) Trau ma, if the prolapse is replaced digitally.
d) Ischemia due to obliteration of the mucosal capillaries by
fibromuscular tissue filling the submucosa and lamina propria.
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In a) above, the submucosal vessels may rupture and produce a submucosal hematoma. If
this extends to involve the base of the crypts, the ensuing "cavity'' may be treated by the
epithelium as a localized ulcerated surface and becomes epithelialized. This gives rise
to epithelial-lined cysts in the subm ucosa which fills with mucin. This is then tel'"med
localized colitis cystica profunda. Examination of these cysts will invariably reveal
evidence of residual hemorrhage within them, and of hemosiderin outside. Occasionally
small amounts of dystrophic calcification are also found. Careful examination of
examples of this condition in the literature will reveal the typical features of prolapse in
the overlying mucosa.
Colitis cystica profunda is therefore probably a reflection of previous sub mucosal
hemorrhage, as seen in-the S.U.S., in adenomas as misplaced submucosal glands (Muto et
al, J. Clin. P athol. 1973; 26: 25) or occasionally ulceration extending into the submucosa
as in severe inflammatory bowel disease, where it may be more diffuse giving rise to
diffuse coli tis cystica profunda.
NOTE: 1) Similar evidence of prolapse is frequent in other polypoid lesions and also
hemorrhoids and at "ostomy" sites.
2) The proliferating smooth muscle should not be confused with smooth muscle
tumors, nor should the inflammatory atypia and surrounding muscle be
confused with invasive carcinoma.
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Case 4. Accession il24922.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Ulcerative colitis with high grade dysplasia associated
with invasive adenocarcinoma.•
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: 48 y.o M. with a 15 year history of chronic ulcerative colitis,
quiescent for the last five years. Recently he had noticed slight rectal bleeding. DCBE
revealed a stricture in the right colon, which was confirmed at colonoscopy. However
multiple biopsies revealed only dysplasia. Nevertheless colectomy was performed.
Histology of the stricture showed an infiltrating adenocarcinoma involving the wall with
diffuse serosal spread and multiple lymph nodes. Although well six months after
surgery, he he developed a malignant ascites and died soon after.
·
LOWER POWER APPEARANCE OF SLIDE: Holding the slide up to the light shows an
intact mucosa with numerous villous projections. Whenever a villous pattern like this is
seen in the bowel, a neoplastic lesion has to be considered, although lt should be
remembered that occasionally a quiescent colitis may have a slightly villous pattern.
)I!CROSCOP!C DESCRIPTION: The villous pattern is confirmed. Note that the
max1mum dyplasia is seen In the bases of the crypts and when attempting to grade
dysplasia, that part of the crypt most severely affected should be graded. In this
patient many crypts have nuclei approaching the lumen, so it is focally high grade.
However much of the mucosa has nuclei limited just to the bases of these crypts, and
this only satifies the definition of low grade dysplasia. Note in addition maturation that
seems to occur towards the tips of the villi and also that the mucous present tends to
resemble gastric foveolar mucosa with each cell containing a luminal mucin droplet,
rather than the typical goblet cells most frequently seen in the large bowel. In many
sections a small element of invasive adenocarcinoma can also be seen.
DISCUSSION:
The
problems with terminology are reflected by the variety of definitions applied to a term
such as "dysplasia", and the variety of terms used e.g. atypia, papillary hyperplasia,
precancer, premalignant change, carcinoma-in-situ-, etc.
To instill a little order into the terminology and classification of the changes that
may be seen in inflammatory bowel disease, an international group of pathologists with
an interest in the subject have met regular1y and exchanged slides. The group consists
of Drs. C.Ahren (Sweden), H.Appelman (Ann Arbour), C. Fenoglio (New York),
H.Goldman (Boston), R.Haggitt (Memphis), S.R.Hamilton (Baltimore}, B.C.Morson
(London), P .Correa (New Orleans), R.H.Riddell (Chicago), S.C;Sommers (New York),
J.H. Yardley (Baltimore}, and a clinician-statistician, D. Ransohoff (Cleveland). This
has resulted in the development of a system that potentially all could agree on and
utilize. It seems to be both practical and have significance in patient management.
The results will be published in HUMAN PATHOLOGY in the Nov. 1983 issue.
The crux of the system is in the definition of dysplasia, which is defi ned as an
unequivoco.l non-invasive neoplastic epithelial proliferation of the large bowel mucosa
in a patient with inflammatory bowel disease. Biopsies (or resected material} are
classified as positive, n:faative, or indefinite for dysplasia. Because the adjectives
"unequivocal" and 11neop astic11 imply that the mucosa may give rise directly to an
invasive carcinoma (carcinoma infiltrating into the submucosa or beyond) a positive
diagnosis of dysplasia cannot be taken lightly. If there is any doubt at all by the
observer as to whether the changes present are neoplastic, the diagnosis is changed to
that of "indefinite for dysplasia". This latter category covers a broad range of changes
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which at one extreme fall just short of changes that can be described as unequivocally
neoplastic, while at the other end it includes changes which are probably the result of
inflammation, but which are perhaps a little more exuberant than those usually see n.
The "indefinite" category also includes those biopsies which the observer cannot classify
as belonging to either of the other two subgroups in the "indefinite" ca tegory {probably
reactice, probably neoplastic) irrespective of the reason. They may include the
extremes of regeneration, chronic active disease with nuclear features beyond those
usually associated with repair but not really neoplastic, or quiescent disease with nuclei
far larger than those usually associated with quiescent disease and often accompanied
by some degree of mucus depletion which might represent transition to dysplasia. It also
includes other patterns which are unusual and cause concern because while they have
not been observed to give rise directly to invasive carcinoma, their behaviour is not
known. The importance of this category is that it is not just a hedge for genuine
ignorance but demands further biopsies within a relatively short period of time {usually
months -see below) so that the behaviour of these lesions can be followed closely and
progress to dysplasia or regression documented. Dysplasia involving only one part of the
crypt (usually sparing the crypt bases but sometimes only involving the crypt base with
apparent maturation of the epithelium as the lumenal surface is approached) is included
with dysplasia providing it satisfies the definition for dysplasia.
The category of dysplasia has itself also been divided into "low-grade" and "highgrade", largely to facilitate patient management. However, the influence of biopsies
upon patient management must be discussed in the light of the alternatives available.
Most "routine" follow-up of patients relies heavily on colonoscopy with multiple biopsies
and this is usually carried out roughly at annual intervals. Assuming the latter to be
about the least amount of follow-up that is desirable given our current lack of objective
data, biopsy can only result in a recommendation for follow-up colonoscopy at the same
interval, follow-up at a shorter interval or a recommendation for colectomy (usually
proctocolectomy).
A series of biopsies reflecting changes that may be seen in quiescent, active, or
resolving colitis, or biopsies that seem most likely to be the result of these processes do
not justify any increase in surveillance.
Management of patients with equivocal biopsies (indefinite for dysplasia) cannot
simply be dismissed, neither are such biopsies sufficient to justify colectomy. Followup at shorter intervals is therefore appropriate to elicit the exact nature of the
suspicious biopsy. In those instances where the changes are most likely an exuberant
reaction to acute inflammation, the time interval between colonoscopies probably does
not need to be reduced. Where there is greater uncertainty, short-interval follow-up
{often after a few months) is indicated. Medical treatment of active disease may lead
to resolution of the lesion. If the lesion persists it can be carefully followed to ensure
that it does not ultimately become neoplastic.
At the other end of the spectrum, a biopsy or biopsies yielding high-grade
dysplasia {i.e. unequivocally neoplastic and including those biopsies previously included
under moderate or severe dysplasia or in-situ carcinoma) justify recommendation for
colectomy in view of the high risk of the patient having a carcino ma as described
previously. Clearly, if nothing is to be advocated in the face of a biopsy yielding highgrade dysplasia, then there is no point in having the patient in a cancer- prevention
protocol.
The most controversial and difficult issues regard the management of biopsies
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which show low grade dysplasia, and also the problem of true adenomas in a patient
with colitis. Patients that have biopsies showing low grade dysplasia (i.e. unequivocal
neoplastic change but with relatively little dysplasia) pose a problem because arguments
can be made for a variety of different courses of management. The most serious is the
recommendation that the patient undergo proctocolectomy because the ability to form
mucosa that can give rise directly to an invasive carcinoma · (dysplasia) has been
demonstrated. This is particularly true if the biopsy was taken from an endoscopical
lesion, as this could prove to be an invasive carcinoma on resection.l At the other
extreme an argument can be made that there is no informat ion regarding the behaviour
of these biopsies, therefore the patie nt should be followed to gain infor mat ion as to the
true significance of such biopsies.
The obvious counterargument is that the
development of an unequivocally neoplastic lesion could itself be regarded as an
endpoint, pat•ticularly as the pat ient is under surveillance because of a recognized
tendancy to develop such neoplasms. There is also the possibility that small carcinomas
are present that went unrecognized endoscopically. A further difficulty is that if such
patients are merely followed, what is to be the endpoint for these patients particularly
when it is known that even invasive carcinomas may not be detected even if biopsied? 1
The situation is perhaps analogous to following an adenoma in the non-coli tic just to see
if it will ultimately become invasive.
A final argument against prophylactic proctocolectomy under these circumstances
is that the diagnosis of dysplasia, particularly low-grade, is still sufficiently subjective
that it should be confirmed by repeat biopsy before th e irrevocable step of
reco mmending proctocolectomy is t aken. The obvious solutions ar e ei ther to repeat the
biopsies to confirm that a persistently dysplastic abnormality is present, or to obtain
confir mat ion of the dysplasia.by referring the biopsy for a further opinion. The problem
with rebiopsy is that dysplasia is usually patchy, so th at area of dysplasia that was
previously biopsied may be missed. Does the lack of confirmation negate the first
biopsy?
This inevitably leads one to question the reliability and reproducibility of a
diagnosis of dysplasia, but this is only part of the problem. Although uncommon, an
embarrassing situation sometimes arises when colectomy is carried out for dysplasia,
for numerous blocks may fail to reveal any dysplasia at all. Further, this situation also
arises, albeit rarely, when biopsy has revealed an invasive adenocarcinoma. The only
possible explanations are that the lesion was completely removed by the biopsy, that
the remainder of the lesion was present in the resected specimen but not observed or
sampled, or that the biopsy was somehow confused with that from another patient.
Nevertheless, it only requires one encoun ter with a situation such as this to cause a fall
in the confidence that clinicians have in their pathologists, to say nothing of the fail in
the pathologists own self-confidence.
The reproducibility of a diagnosis of dysplasia, even when high-grade, is not
perfect. The problem is much less when dealing with high-grade dysplasia than lowgrade dysplasia. Nevertheless, even among the group of "self-confessed experts"
described above there was some variability, and certainly enough to suggest that
pathologists less familiar with the problem might be open to even greater error. As a
result it is recommended that whenever colectomy is considered based almost entirely
on the diagnosis on dysplasia or biopsy (or biopsies), that confirmation of the dysplasia
should be obtained from a second pathologist familiar with the system.
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Case 5. Accession 1124853.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma with glassy-cell
features arising in a vinous adenoma of the ampulla of Vater.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: A 66-year-old female who presented with obstructive jaundice.
MACROSCOP IC DESCRIPTION: Some sections contain a fragment of the pancreas,
including the pancreatic duct. ln all sections, the normal small bowel mucosa gives rise
directly to an adenoma which for some distance does not appear to be invasive.
~IICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION:
The small bowel mucosa is virtually normal. The
contrast between this mucosa and the adenomatous tissue is readily demonstrable, but
arising directly from the adenomatous is an underlying, infiltrating adenomacarcinoma.
Note that biopsy of this lesion endoscopically would very likely produce part of the
adenoma, possible with severe dysplasia or carcinoma in-situ, but it would be very
difficult to obtain part of the invasive element on biopsy. Note also the strands of
smooth muscle going up into the adenomatous tissue and suggesting that prolapse has
been present. If this is compared with previous cases (1 and 2), the difficulty in
diagnosis that the muscle can potentially cause is apparent.

The underlying carcinoma is unusual in that one part of it develops an appearance
very similar to glassy cell carcinoma. An occasional dyskeratotic-like cell can be seen
but intercellular bridges are not apparent.
DISCUSSION: Although a tumor like this should always raise the question of associated
diseases such as familia! adenomatous polyposis coli, the point of this slide is to
demonstrate the difficulty in obtaining an endoscopic biopsy containing invasive
carcinoma. The same is true in all other parts of the GIT. Practically, this means that
such lesions should be followed clinically rather than resected ~ when the risk of
operation for the patient outweighs the chance of having an early carcinoma being
resected.
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Case 6. Accession 1124865.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Regenerative changes in mucosa of stomach and proximal
duodenum.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: This 58-year-old male presented to the emergency room
complaining of severe generalized abdom inal pain which radiated to the right scapula.
He had previously had symptoms of peptic ulcer disease. He was found to have signs of
peritonitis with guarding, rebound tenderness, and free air under the diaphragm. At
laparotomy, partial gastroduodenectomy was TJ1e slides are taken from part of the
resected stomach which was noted to contain a 0.8 em. ulcer that had perforated. The
patient is doing well on follow-up.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: By holding the slide up to the light an obvious ulcer is
present at 1ts center. The section itself comes from the duodenum, and at low power
the ulcer is confirmed, but note also the superficial erosion along much of the residual,
presumably proximal part of the duodenum. Although the Brunner's glands are normal ,
virtually the entire superficial mucosa is abnormaL This is an excellent example of the
sort of changes that can be seen in active regeneration. These range at one end from
epithelium which is still attenuated and entirely cuboidal to the adjacent mucosa which
is almost syncitial. Adjacent crypts contain nuclei with open, vesicular nuclei with
large eosiniphilic nucleoli, while other crypts a little further advanced show columnar
cells in which the nucleus occupies up to or sometimes more than half of the cell, which
are rather hypochromatic. It is easy to confuse such nuclei with dysplasia (neoplastic
changes), but the relative lack of nuclei in the presence of active regeneration should
serve as a warning. Indeed, it is usually foolhardy to make a diagnosis of dysplasia in
the presence of actively regenerating mucosa.
DISCUSSION: Changes such as this may be seen under a variety of conditions. Perhaps
the most frequent change in resected specimens is in patients with acute hemorrhagic
gastropathy, particulary in resected specimens and at autopsy. In biopsy specimens,
particularly in the stomach, marked mucin depletion and an increased turnover rate is
frequently associated with bile reflux, aspirin ingestion, or alcohol ingestion.
Interestingly, ulceration accompanying many of these changes may be entirely devoid of
an associated inflammatory reaction. Indeed an acute hemhorragic gastropathy is
frequently characterized by a total absence of inflammatory cells, and in an of these
conditions, any associated underlying inflammatory disease within the stomach may
well have nothing to do with the recent acute episode. In this patient we have no
evidence of aspirin or alcohol ingestion. But the presence of disease in both the
stomach and small bowel suggests that this is not simple bile reflux or aspirin ingestion.
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Case 7. Accession 1!23754.
,1iOOERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Carcinoma complicat ing Barrett's esophagus.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: F 70 c.o. severe abdominal pain for several years, a hiatus
hernia with GE reflux. "Biopsies" were consistently negative. Surgical repair of the
hernia was performed in 1964. In 1979 (15y later) she experienced increased pain,
nausea, vomiting and a 15 pound weight loss. Distal esophagectomy was performed and
showed a 5 em. necrotic ulcer near the distal end of the specimen. Bony metastases
developed 3/12 la ter. Despite chemotherapy she died three months later. Autopsy
revealed recurrent tumor of the anastomotic site and metastases in the lymph node,
lungs, liver, adrenals, kidney and marrow.
•~tJ CRuSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: The slide can be considered in two sections. On one
part there is an apparent villous appearing area which gives way to tum or infiltrating
down through the muscle of the esophageal wall. The tumor is a poorly di fferentiated
adenocarcfnoma. The residual mucosal shows many of the features of Barrett's
esophagus in which there is a combination of gastric and intestinal mucous secreting
epithelium intimately admixed, so-called "inco mplete" gastric metaplasia. Pyloric type
glands are also present, but specialized cells appear rare. In addition a variety of
nuclear changes are present, some of which are dysplastic (i.e. unequivocally neoplast ic
as defined above). In some areas, these are similar to conventional adenomatous glands,
but in many areas take the for m of enlarged, hypochromatic nuclei that frequently
occupy th e whole of the basal half of columnar cells and show some stra tification. The
mucosa from which the carcinoma directly developed is not seen in this section. Stains
for acid mucopolysaccharides are of interest in tha t the gastric appearing mucous
(droplets at the apical portion of each cell) are surprisingly acidic. This is a
characteristic of "incomplete" gastric metaplasia.
DISCUSSIUN:
Etiology of Barr ett's Esophagus: There is now little doubt that this condition
occurrs as the result of gastro- esophageal reflux during which t ime gastric contents
have access to the squamous mucosa of the esophagus. In many, this results in an
increased turnover of the squamous mucosa and may reach a point where the surfa.ce
destruction occurs faster than the basal cells can provide new epithelium. During this
process there is progressive increase in the thickness of ·the basal cell layer until
ultimately it fills almost all of the mucosa. (Is mael-Beghi et al 1971). At the same time
there is a marked increase in the length of the papillae and infiltration by polymorphs,
and also eosinophils particularly in children. Ult imately the mucosa becomes ulcerated.
Healing of the ulcer takes place by re-epithelialitlion over the ulcerated surface.
Normally this would be by squamous epithelium, but under these clinical circumstances
the process that caused the ulce rat ion in the first place, namely reflux of gastric ac jd,
persists, and new squamous epithelium is destroyed as fast as attempts are made toreepitheliaze the ulc_!:!r. If the ulce r persists it may develop a dense base of fibrous tissue
which may ultimately constrict forming a typical peptic stricture. Howeve1·, the ulcer
may aifu be re-epithelialized by mucosa from the lower end of the ulcer, which is
gastric cardiac mucosa. Such mucosa has a selective advantage because it is naturally
acid resist ent. Regenerat ion from the gastric mucosa may take place as a tongue if t he
ulcer is in one side of the esophagus, or increasing degrees of the circumference may
become re-epithelialized until the zone of Barrett's mucosa is circumferentiaL
However, even when this has occured there may st ill be free acid reflux into the
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·esophagus perpetuating the condition by causing further ulceration immediately
proximal to the gastic-lined esophagus. This zone may therefore continue to creep up
the esophagus until the acid reflux is stopped. The latter is usually the result of an H2antagonists such as cimetidine and ranitidine or an anti-reflux operation.
A feature that is harder to explain is the stimulus for the subsequent
development, within the columnar mucosa of further specialized cardiac cells such as
parietal (acid-producing) and chief (pepsin-producing) cells, and also int estinal
metaplasia. Whether these specialized cells are active, and if so whether their products
are sufficient to help potentiate the condition is currently unknown.

Factors leading to the development of dysplasia in BE: Studies at U of Chicago
show that in patients with benign disease about 45% smoked, but in those with cancer
this rose to 80%. Further, dyspl)ia was only seen to develop in patients who continued
to smoke and who continued to reflux acid, occasionally despite an anti-reflux operation
having been carried out (Skinner et al) .
.. These features suggest that BE should be treated by a competent anti-reflux
procedure and that the patients should be strongly encouraged to stop smoking.
Interestingly, two patients satisfying these criteria also showed endoscopic healing of
their BE by squamous epithelium regrowing over the columnar mucosa (Walther et al).
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Case 8. Accession # 13488.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Carcinoma associated with Peutz-Jegher's syndrome.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: 15yo BF had intermittent R-sided abdominal pain and loose
stoolS since age 7. Her father and a sibling had 'diverticulitis'. On examination, the
patient had typical pigmentation of the lower lip, tongue, buccal mucosa, fingers and
retina. At laparotomy, eight separate areas of intussusception were noted, and nine
polyps were removed from both the small ,9. and large ,2. intestine. The polyps ranged
is size from 1.1 to 4 em. Six years later the patient had a further intussusception that
was the result of a small polyp (slide) but was apparently well four years later.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: The appearance of the polyp on this slide of a P-J
polyp, m which arbortzmg branches of muscle can be seen extending thoughout the
polyp and close up to the mucosal surface. Although this is fairly characteristic,
similar appearances may sometimes be seen in other adenomas.
Histologically, this is a fascinating polyp. At low power t he typical architecture
of a Peutz-J egher's polyp is readily confirmed. Furthermore the basic type of
epithelium in this polyp is that of typical small intestinal epithelium complete with
numerous Paneth cells in many of the crypts. However in some parts of the polyp there
are sheets of signet ring cells. Interest ingly many of these seem to be confined within
the lumen of some the crypts that has become markedly expanded. In other areas they
have escaped from the lumen and overrun large areas of the polyp. At first sight one
might wonder if this was just a degenerative feature due to lack of fixation, but further
study of the epithelium will show a whole range of dysplastic changes, primarily of the
type in which there are large basal nuclei, but which occupy about half of a tail
columnar cell. Areas of in-situ carcinoma can be identified, and for many crypts a
direct transition to the tumor can be seen.
DISC USS!ON: Apart from adenom as, the other types of polyp directly involving
epithelium throughout the glandular part of the gastrointestinal tract are inflammatory,
hyperplastic, and hamartomatous polyps. Three types of hamartomatous polyps may be
found in the gastrointestinal tract, namely P-J polyps, juvenile polyposis, and
Chronkhite-Canada.
Juvenile polyps are usually single and found in young people and are invariably
harmless. It is worth noting that in some parts of the world, such as Jordon, there
seems to be an increased incidence of juvenile polyps compared with other areas of the
world; furthermore some (Yatani, in press) have postulated that the increased incidence
of carcinomas seen in young people in that country may be the result of malignant
changes occurring in those polyps, which have not become symptomatic during the
patient's lifetime. Juvenile polyposis, on the other hand, is becoming increasingly
recognized as a syndrome that may be complicated by dysplastic (adenomatous} changes
and also invasive carcinoma. Although these changes are usually found in the large
bowel, they may occur in juvenile type polyps anywhere in the GIT. The next most
frequent site is in fact the stomach. This syndrome is difficult to manage because
larger polyps excised endoscopically not infrequently show areas of dysplasia. Such
cases have been reported in the literature as "combined juvenile and adenoma tous
polyposis." Like familial adenomatous polyposis, juvenile polyposis tends to be inherited
as an autosomal dominant. When managing patients with juvenile polyposis, the
prOblem is whether to subject them to repeated endostropy, invariably colonoscopy, and
continue to excise new polyps as they form, particularly the larger ones, or to procede
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to ileorectal anastomosis. The controversy still remains, but survey of these patients is
necessary.
In contrast, although Peutz-Jegher's mndrome also affects the entire GIT, the
polyps are most frequently found m the sm bowel and less frequently in the stomach
and colon. The major problem, as in this patient, is that of intussuception and
superficial ulceration causing hemorrhage and anemia. Although both gastric and
colonic polyps may be excised endoscopically, those in the small bowel have to be
managed symptomatically, by enterotomy or local resection, if they become
intussuscepted. A real problem in the surgical pathology of these polyps is that they
are prone to give rise to enteritis cystica profunda which may in fact be entirely nondysplastic but appear to infiltrate through the entire thickness of the muscularis
propria. Metastases from these lesions have never been reported, but they are few in
number.
Carcinoma complicating Peutz-Jegher's syndrome and even whether it really
occurs is debated in the literature. Some argue that the frequence of carcinoma in
these patients is no greater than that in the residual population. Nevertheless polyps of
this sort supply convincing evidence that Peutz-Jegher's polyps may from time to t ime
give rise to invasive carcinoma. Unfortunately in the small bowel, there is little that·
can be done to anticipate their formation. Some, like this polyp, present entirely as
intussusception, and the carcinoma is an incidental finding. As is often the case when
carcinomas are incidental, these patients tend to be among the more fortunate patients
with a much better prognosis when compared with other patients who present directly
with symptoms of the carcinoma, such as obstruction.
The final syndrome that should be considered is Cronhkite-Canada syndrome. This
unusual syndrome tends to occur in elderly people, and some regard 1t as a variant of
juvenile polyposis. However, it tends to diffusely affect the entire mucosa of the
gastrointestinal tract and therefore differs fundamentally from the juvenile polyposis.
The remainder of the syndrome, including alopecia, pigmentation, koilonychia and a
severe protein losing enteropathy are invariably present. Although carcinoma has
rarely been described in this syndrome, it certainly does appear to occur, but the
syndrome is rare. Carcinomas complicating this syndrome are very rare, because the
syndrome itself frequently proves rapidly lethal.
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General Description of Cases 9, tO. 11 and 16
These have been selected to em phasize the range of differentiation that may be
seen in carcinomas affecting the gastrointestinal tract. Case 16 is discussed below.
Differentiation here refers not just to whether tumors are well or poorly differentiated,
but other components that they may develop. We are familiar with adenosquamous
carcinomas which can certainly be seen not only in the esophagus, sto mach and large
bowel particularly, but frequently in other organ systems. Furthermore, in the lung,
although infrequent, oat cell carcinomas may also be admixed with either
adenocarcinomas, squamous cell carcinomas, and sometimes both. The cases that we
will be looking at are an adenocarcinoma that gives rise to a component
indistinguishable from choriocarcinoma, an adenocarcinoma that produces a giant cell
component and what is presumably an esophageal carcinoma with a prominent spindle
cell component associated with a signet ring ca.rcinoma. Surprising, when one looks at
the other elements found in these tumors, they tend to mi mic very closely their
naturally counterparts by both light microscopy and frequently electron microscopy and
using ant igenic and other markers by peroxidase or immunofluorescence techniques.
Although frequenty regarded as composite tumors, these tumors are perhaps
better regarded as a single tumor that is developing along a variety of different
pathways. The importance of these tumors is to recognize that rarely in biopsies such
elements may be present, and one should appreciate that carcinomas of the GI tract can
in fact give rise to a wide spectrum of tumors.
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Case 9. Accession #24268.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Adenocarci noma with choriocarcinoma.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: F .70yo. Philipino presenting with a four-week history of lower
abdominal pain. A 10 X 8 em. mass was palpable in the right mid and lower abdomen. In
1955 she had had a mastectomy for breast cancer and had had bleeds from a duodenal
ulcer in 1962 and 1979. Her Hb. was 8.5 gms., she had a neutrophil leukocytosis, and
mild LFT abnormalities. BE showed a G.Scm. mass. R-hemicolectomy was performed.
The tumor was extensive, very hemorrhagic and liver zo were present. The. resected
tumor measured 5 x 4.5 x 3cm. Tumor was seen within the cut end of mesocolic veins,
and nodules up to lOcm. were noted along the mesocolon. B-HCG was over 100,000
IU/ml. The CEA was also markedly rais.ed. Despite aggressive chemotherapy she died
with pulmonary 20 in a month.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: A series of changes are present in this slide, ranging
from moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma in some areas though an entire
spectrum that includes sheets of carcinoma cells which, in a test icular tumor, might
well lead to a diagnosis of embryonal carcinoma, through to other areas that are
hemorrhagic and otherwise indistinguishable from choriocarcinoma. Mucin stains show
not only small amounts of PAS-positive mucin in areas of adenocarcinoma, but typical
diastase PAS-positive granules within the choriocarcinatous element strongly suggestive
of alpha-fetoprotein. Invasion of veins is prominent in this section. The normal mucosa
is unremarkable.
DISCUSSION: Choriocarcinoma of the gastrointestinal tract invariably occurs on a
background of poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma. Cases described in the l iterature
are largely primary gastric tumors, but several have also been described in the large
bowel. Not surprisingly lesions resembling choriocarcinoma are invariably HCGpositive, irrespective of th eir site of origin, and this positivity will be found particularly
in the syncytiotrophoblast. Such tumors have a very poor prognosis.
Any interesting study was carried out by Buckley et Fox {1979), who examined a
series of 5 benign and 60 malignant colorectal carcinomas for the presence of HCG. It
was not found in adenomas but was present in 4396 of carcinomas and tended to occur
particulady in younger patients and in tumors from the left side of the colon. Tumors
t ended to show greater locally aggressiveness when HCG-positive, although this
apparently did not lead to an increase in the incidence of lymph node metastases.
Surprisingly, although one would expect HCG positivity to occur primarily in more
poorly differentiated tumors, in practice it was seen particularly in well differenti.ated,
aggressive tumors. A colloid carcinoma contained HCG in both the cells and the mucin
pools.
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Case 10. Accession #23803.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Adenocarcinoma of the stomach with a giant cell
component.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: M 70, Navajo had diffuse abdominal pain and 28 pound weight
loss over the previous two months. Hb. was 6.9g, Hematocrit was 23, and WBC 17, 500.
A gastric mass was found on UGI examination. Subtotal gastrectomy with Billroth-11
anastamosis was performed. Hepatic zo were noted. A 12 X 5.5 X 4.2 em. tumor was
[>resent in the greater curvature and poster ior wail with superficial ulceration. It
extended into the serosal fat, and 8/14 nodes were involved. The liver zoproved to be
necrotizing granulomas.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIP'l'lON: Part of this tumor appears to be. a fairly characteristic
intestinal type of gastric carcinoma with a superficial papillary pattern. Within some
of the villous structures, focal areas of both signet ring cells and rather degenerated
macrophages can be seen. In addition, within the stroma there is a lot of fibrous tissue
suggesting prolapse. The deeper part of this carcinoma gives way progressively to
rather more poorly differentiated components and ultimately to areas which are
producing mucin pools and stream into the stroma in single cells. The other large part
of the tumor shows a transition from moderately to poorly differentiated carcinoma to
cells that have a rather histiocytoid-appearing component but appear better to
resemble so me of the large-cell tumors most frequently found in the lung.
~1ultinucleated giant cells are present, and some of these areas show an infiltrate of
polymorphs. Some of the giant cells have shown phagocyt ic activity and have engulfed a
variety of cells, primarily neutrophils. The giant cells frequently have a markedly
excentric nucleus with finely stippled eosiniphilic cytoplasm rem iniscent of that seen in
Gaucher's cells. Reticulin stain of these giant cell areas shows virtually no reticulin.
Colloidal iron stain shows fairly abundant mucin secretion within the more conventional
part of the tumor, but as the tumor differentiates towards the giant cell component ,
mucin secretion is virtually eliminated and only mere hints of mucin secretion can be
seen, primarily in cells that still resemble the more conventional part of the tum or.
DISCUSSION: These tumors show different patterns of differentiation that may be
detected. Epithelial tumors may consist of glandular (adenocarcinoma); squamous
components (acanthoma, carcinoma); neuroendocrine/ carcinoid elements; spi ndle
carcinoma and sarcoma elements such as fibrosarcoma-like or MPH-like tumors,
smooth/striated tumors, cartilage, bone/osteogenic sarcoma. All of these elements may
coexist, and the sarcomatous changes and spindle-cell carcinoma are discussed below.
In some carcinomas there is differentiated tow ards choriocarcinoma. This can be
found in adenocarcinoma from virtually any site but tends to be found most frequently
in adenocarcinomas involving the bowel. The stomach tends to be the most prominent
site, followed by the large bowel, jejunum and GE junction, but all are relatively
uncommon. HCG i.s produced by these tumors and is seen especially in the trophoblast,
but it is important to remember that alpha fetoprotein may also be found in some
gastric tumors.
Recent studies have shown that HCG is produced by a variety of adenocarcinomas
but not by adenomas. In a study by Bucl<ley and Fox of the large bowel carcinomas, it
was found that better differentiated tumors were more likely to produce HCG than
poorly differentiated tumors but that its production tended to occur in younger patients
and that the tumors tended to be locally more aggressive, although this was not
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reflected in increased rate of metastases.
The production of alpha-fetoprotein by tumors is usually found in endodermal
sinus tumors and in hepatocellular carcinomas, but may be present in up to 15% of
gastric carcinomas. This may be reflected in raised serum alpha-fetoprotein levels.
Morphologically many of these gastric producing alpha-fetoprotein may be of the large
cell type and bear a morphologic resemblanc e to hepatocellular carcinoma. In liver
biopsies showing a tumor apparently resembling hepatoma, consideration should always
be given to metastatic gastric carcinoma, particularly if the alpha feto-protein level is
raised.
Large cell tumors, as seen in case 10, are virtually unheard of in the GI tract,
although they are seen occasionally in carcinomas from a variety of si tes, such as
kidney, liver, adrenal, lung, pancreas and medullary thyroid tumors.
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Case 11. Accession #24040.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Spindle-cell carcinoma apparently associated with an
adenocarcinoma (? Barrett's}
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: M68 c/o dysphagia and odynophagia, which initially responded
to an ulcer type diet. UGI showed an 8 em. lesion, presumably in the esophagus.
Esophago-gastrectomy was carried out , at which time a firm nodular intraluminal lesion
arising approximately 2-3 em. above the EG junction was palpated. The resected
speci men showed tumor nodules on the external surface, while the mucosal surface was
replaced largely by an ulcerated neoplasm. The patient did poorly, developing an
esophago-gastric plural fistula and had a cardiac arrest while this was being repaired.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: The best view of this tumor can be obtained by holding
the slide up to the light, when the largely intact muscularis propria can be seen with
surprisingly little infiltration by the tumor. This predominantly exophytic appearance is
characteristic of spindle cell carcinomas of the esophagus, and frequently theY almost
entirely polypoid. At one end of the slide infiltration through the muscle can be seen.
Histologically no residual mucosa is present in this slide. This is unfortunate,
because frequently this shows areas of in-situ carcinoma, and sometimes a direct
transition between invasive squamous carcinoma and a spindle cell component can be
demonstrated. The majority of the tumor consists of sarcomatous-looking stroma in
which the spindle cells are rather plumper than usual; some have a resemblance to
rhabdomyoblasts. However cross-striations are not ident ified. In other parts of the
tumor, a dense eosiniphilic homogenous material bearing a vague resemblance to
osteoid can be seen. This tumor is distinctly unusual in showing transitiOi'l from the
spindle cell component to an area of poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma wi th a
prominent signet ring component. Within the tumor itself, residual submucosa glands
can be seen, which although rather hyperplastic, do not appear frankly neoplastic.
DISCUSSION: The interpretation of this tumor poses a variety of options.
Morphologically there is a signet ring carcinoma which appears to transform in
continuity to a spindle cell component. In the esophagus this in itself is unusual, since
most spindle cell carcinomas are associated with a squamous cell component. The
options here are twofold. This tumor may represent a primary adenocarcinoma which
has developed a spindle cell component. In this case the primary would most likely have
arisen at the esophago-gastric junction within the stomach or, more likely, is associated
with an area of Barrett's esophagus. Much .Jess likely would be an area of true
heterotop ic gastric mucosa, as these usually occur at the upper end of the esophagus.
Primary tumors of the submucosal esophageal glands tend to resemble salivary gland
tumors, rath er than true adenocarcinomas.
The second option here is that like most other spindle cell carcinomas in the
esophagus, this tumor had its origin in a squamous cell carcinoma that developed both a
glandular and a spindle cell component, and that all evidence of the original squamous
carcinoma has been lost. This implies that the original tumor may well have been an
adena-squamous carcinoma. This is to some extent tenable in that frequently spindle
cell carcinomas of the esophagus do destroy or leave very little evidence of their
squamous origin. In this patient, I suspect that because the tumor appears to have been
unequivocally esophageal in origin and because we have detected an obvious
adenocarc inoma rather than a squamous component, the most likely explanation is that
this is an adenocarcinoma arising on a background of Barrett's esophagus that had
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developed a spindle cell component.
Spindle cell carcinomas of the esophagus, like carcinomas that develop a spindle
cell component elsewhere, are relatively uncommon. By a variety of markers whether
histochemical, immunologic or electron microscopic, a whole range of appearances is
seen within this element, which may reflect metaplasia towards a true mesanchymal
component. Thus within the esophagus, such tumors may retain evidence of their
epithelial origin, as demonstrated by residual smaU amounts of kerat in, tonofilaments,
desmosomes, but may also proceed to differentiate further along the mesanchymal
pathway, so that the electron microscopy may show myofibroblasts, smooth muscle
cells, and other mesenchymal components such as rhabdomyoblasts, cartilage, osteoid,
bone, and even osteogenic sarcomas. Whenever one sees what appears to be primary
sarcomas of the esophagus, it is necessary to be very sure that one is not dealing
primarily with a carcinoma which has undergone some form of mesanchymal
metaplasia. This is probably the best explanation for a variety of unusual tumors that
have been described in the esophagus, such as rhabdomyosarcoma and osteogenic
sarcoma. However, because leiomyomas do occur in the esophagus, perhaps some
smooth muscle and some leiomyosarcomas are truly primary in the esophagus.
Similarly, because striated muscle exists in the upper two-thirds of the esophagus, it is
concevable that primary rhabdomyosarcomas could arise within the esophagus.
However it is intriguing that most of the tumors do have a polypoid appearance., and one
suspects then that the majority of these unusual lesions really were epithelial tumors
when they began.
In the past a distinction was made between so-called pseudosarcomas of the
esophagus and carcinosarcomas of the esophagus. Pseudosarcomas were those spindle
cell tumors in which no invasive epithelial component could be demonstrated, although
their association with in-situ squamous carcinoma was frequently recognized. This
contrasted with carcinosarc9mas in which an invasive carcinoma, usually squamous, was
also present. For many years pseudosarcomas were thought to be benign, but it has
since become clear the pseudosarcomatous element does have metastasizing potential;
probably then, they represent a slightly less aggressive end of the spindle cell
carcinoma spectrum. Carcinosarcomas, which are probably better called carcinomas
with a spindle cell element or spindle cell carcinomas, seem to have a greater potential
to metastasize. However it should be remembered that these almost certainly
represent parts of the same spectrum. This entire group of tumors tends 'over all to
have a better prognosis than typical invasive squamous cell carcinoma, although some
reports are now suggesting that this may not be as good as originally thought and that
5-year survivals of the order of 30 or 40% seem to be about the norm. However this is
in marked contrast to ordinary squamous cell carcinoma of esophagus in which the 5year survival is 10% or less and is probably related to the relative lack of infiltration of
many of these tumors.
In making the diagnosis of a spindle cell component associated with a carcinoma
of the esophagus, it should also be rem embered that squamous cell carcinomas may
themselves lfiA'Yi provoke a desmoplastic reaction. It is therefore necessary to
demonstrate continuity between an invasive carcinoma and the spindle cell component
before terms like carcinosarcoma or spindle cell carcinoma are used. A recent paper
made a pitch that aU these tumors be included under the term polypoid carcinoma of
the esophagus. Although there is some justification for the use of this term, because
some otherwise typical squamous cell carcinomas may also be polypoid, it is perhaps
less precise than terms such as carcinoma with a spindle cell component or spindle cell
carcinoma.
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It is important to recognize that polypoid lesions in the esophagus usually mean an
unusual tumor. While some pure squamous carcinomas may be polypoid, there is usually
an underlying spindle cell component or other mesanchymal features, while primary
malignant melanoma, secondary tumors, leiomyomas, granular cell tumors, ar-e all
usually polypoid.
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Case 12. Accession #24776.
~WDERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Gastric leiomyoma (or Smooth muscle tu mor with low
metastasizing potenti81 in v1ew of its si:~:e).

CLINICAL ABSTRACT: MSO c/o weal<ness, malaise and darkening stool and had noted
sever81 episodes of tachycardia. Occult blood examination of the stool was strongly
positive. Hb S.lg, hematocrit 23.8%. Endoscopy revealed a submucosal mass in the mid
posterior gastric wall with two overlying ulcerations. Partial gastrectomy was carded
out. A 7 X 6 X 6 em. mass was largely submucosal with a 3.2 em. overlying ulcer. The
patient is apparently doing well.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: The bull( of the tumor can be seen replacing the
muscUlaris propria., but the overlying mucosa and muscularis mucosa and submucosa
appear normal. Histologically the tumor is well circumscribed and consists of numerous
interlacing fascicles of spindle cells with prominent palisading of the nuclei. The tumor
is rather more cellular than seen in smaller smooth muscle tumors, but the nuclei
appear very regular. Small foci of myxoid degeneration are present.
DISCUSSION: The appearances here are fairly characteristic of a smooth muscle tumor
arising in the stomach. The gross description of a polypoid lesion is absolutely
characteristic, complete with the area of central ulceration that frequently bleeds.
There are two questions arising when discussing this type of tumor. The first is whether
it has metastasizing potential; the second, rather more academic, is whether any of
these tumors might be of neural rather than smooth muscle origin. The palisading that
is so characteristic of many apparent gastric smooth muscle tumors can certainly be
seen in smooth muscle tumors anywhere but is much more characteristic of
neurilemmomas.
Are we therefore correct in the assumption that all of these tumors are smooth
muscle rather than neural? Confirming the smooth muscle origin of these tumors can
be surprisingly difficult. Trichrom e stains are at best weakly positive and often
completely negative; myoglobin stains show at best weak positivity. Further, electron
microscopy frequently shows no evidence of either neural or smooth muscle
differentiation but only rather bland spindle cells. To demonstrate a possible neural
origin of these tumors, one turns to neural markers and In particular S-100 stai ns.
There are currently no good papers confirming beyond doubt that some tumors are
unequivocally neural, although there are anecdotally reports that some gastric spindle
cell tumors do show focal S-100 positivity. The problem is how to interpret such
positive staining, for this stain seems to be less and less specific as a neural marker. A
few people have mentioned neural differentiation on electron microscopy, but again the
question is whether they are really looking at the tumor or at small neural elements
that might trapped in the tumor. At present this question must remain open. But over
the next few years, we will undoubtedly see several papers that attempt to resolve this
question, many offering evidence that so-called gastric tumors may on occasion be of a
neural origin. Whether these behave any differently to other similar tumors not
showing neural differentiation will remain t o be determined.
The question of malignancy is assuredly the most important clinically.
MaliNnancy in these tumors is judged by three features: the size of the tumor, the
cellu arity of th e tumor and its mitotic rate. (See case 13). Cellularity IS such a
subjective phenomenon that it is not helpful. Six centimeters seems to be a critical
mass below which relativ ely few tumors metastasize, even if they have florid
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sarcomatous features. The current tumor was described as being up to 7 em. in
diameter, so on this ground it does have malignant potentiaL This tumor seems perhaps
to be a little more cellular than many of the otherwise bland leiomyomas that may be
seen. It has however no epithelioid featu.res. The mitotic rate in this tumor is very
low, and a. .count of 50 HPF revealed at best one mitosis. As an aside, one should be
aware of the need to calibrate area of a high power field in one's own microscope, as
there is considerable variation from microscope to microscope regarding the area of a
high power field. This may be sufficiently large to change the grading of a tumor.
With tumors of this size, a more important feature is that, although they do not
have metastatic potential, many of them recur locally. It is uncertain whether this is
the result of local incomplete excision or deposition of tumor cells at the time of
gastrectomy. Because of this, many people. now feel very disinclined to call gastric
smooth muscle tumors outright benign, as some of them do recur locally and ultimately
may develop sarcomatous features and kill the patient. For this reason the diagnosis of
smooth muscle tumor of low metastasizing potential is probably preferable.
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Case 13. AC!C!ession #23074.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Leiomyosarcoma with focal epithelioid features.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: The patient is a 49-year-old black male who had an episode of
hematemesis in December 1977 and again nine months later, at which time his
hemoglobin was 9.6 gms. Gastroscopy showed a 3 X 3 X 2 em. ulcer with a smooth,
raised, irregular edge, and subtotal gastrectomy was carried out. The specimen showed
a lobulated mass which projee!ted outward from the fundus of the stomach and 1vas
adherent to the diaphra.gm and the left lobe of the liver. On the mucosal surfae!e a 3 X
2.5 em. ulcer was noted.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Holding the slide up to the slide confirms the lobulated
nature of the tumor and the well cire!umscribed nature of these lobulations.
Histologically the tumor is very cellular and has a distinct spindle cell pattern, although
some areas are distinctly epithelioid. Compared to the previous case, the nuclei al"e
much larger, more rounded, vesicular. Intervening smaller dark cells that are probably
endothelial can be seen, and transitions from the epithelioid to the more spindle cell
variant are apparent. The mitotic rate in this tumor was 3/ 50 HPF in the superficial
part of the tumor and 6/50 HPF in the deeper part of the tumor. It was notable that
occasionally two mitoses per HPF could be found in the deeper part of the tumor. The
reticulin network in this pattern is impressive and, although not entirely pericellular, is
far more so than that in the previous example.
DISCUSSION:
The clinically aggressive behavior of case 13 is shown by local infiltration into the
stomach and into adjacent organs. The nuclear morphology and cellularity would
confir:n that this tumor may be aggressive although the mitotic rate is perhaps less
than would be expected in this tumor. Nevertheless there is no doubt that this tumor
has the potential to metastasize and is very likely to recur locally, so the diagnosis of
leiomyosarcoma is justified in this instance.
Smooth muscle tumors in the gastrointestinal tract are relatively common. Most
small tumors present as a submucosal nodule projecting into the lumen and are usually
found incidentally. Larger tumors tend to occur primarily in the stomach and give rise
to symptoms because they form a large polypoid mass that projects into the lumen,
becomes centrally ulcerated and subsequently bleeds, sometimes prolifically. The
difficulty with smooth muscle tumors is that of trying to predict their behavior. This is
a problem because there is a biological continuum from benign to malignant tumors, so
that necessarily any cut off point is subjective and arbitrary. As with mesenchymal
tumors elsewhere, some features are more helpful than others in accessing the
metastatic potential of these tumors. Included in these are size, cellularity, atypia, and
necrosis, all of which have some correlation.
Of these perhaps the most important is size; it has been observed that tumors less
than 6 em. in diameter rarely metastasize. By far the most useful criterion of
malignancy is the mitotic rate. In contrast to smooth muscle tum ors in other parts of
the body, such as the uterus and retroperitoneum, those of the stomach seem
intrinsically more malignant when judged by the mitotic rate. For instance, in the
uterus one requires 10+ mitoses per 10 HPF for a diagnosis of malignancy, whereas
those with less than 5 mitoses per 10 HPF are invariably benign. In turning to
retroperitoneum, it is difficult to know whether true benign tumors really exist, and
tumors with 5 or mitoses per 10 HPF are invariably malignant. However those with less
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than 5 mitoses per 10 HPF often kill the patient either by local unresectability or
recurrence and sometimes metastases. These latter tumors are therefore regarded as
being a borderline malignancy. ln the stomach things are rather different. A mitotic
rate of 1 per 10 HPF is invariably an indication of malignancy. Indeed the criterion of
the number of mitoses per 10 HPF is too insensitive for practical use; one must resort
to counting 50 HPF. If there are less than 5 mitoses per 50 HPF, the tumors are usually
benign, but above that rate, tumor tends to behave agressively. However, none oi these
features are absolute. Tumors with only 2 or 3 mitoses per 50 HPF have been known to
metastasize, and conversely tumors are sometimes seen with 10 mitoses per 50 HPF,
that surgical excision seem to cure.
The epithelioid variant of smooth muscle tumors tends to occur primarily in the
stomach, indeed, 9596 of such tumors. -This tumors seems to have a slight male
predominance, as opposed to smooth muscle tumors in other sites, which have a female
predominance. The age spectrum for these tumors is wide, but they tend to occur in
mid to late adult life. Interestingly benign tend to occur in the anterior wall of the
stomach, malignant ones in the posterior wall and in the cardiac and fundic regions.
Most arise in the lamina propria and ultimately become polypoid.
Features suggesting an epithelioid natures to these tumors are the round shape of
the cell, their clear or amphophilic cytoplasm, their centrally placed nucleus, and
occasionally a "vacuole" which may be in a perinuclear location, does not stain for
glycogen, mucosubstances or fat and is most likely an artefact of fixat ion. Adm ixed
with epithelioid smooth muscle tumors, other elements of more conventional s mooth
muscle tumors, including nuclear palisading, mixoid or cystic changes and hyalinization.
The mitotic rate in epithelioid smooth muscle tumors is the key to its behavior,
providing its size is not more than 6 em. Appelman and Helwig have shown that 8496 of
benign epi thelial smooth muscle tumors have one or fewer mitoses per 50 HPF. Ten
percent have two, 396 three and only 296 four or five mitoses per 50 HPF. All tumors
with more than this are therefore considered malignant.
The palisading associated with many smooth muscle tumors as to rather these are
in fact all of smooth muscle origin. During the 1950s there were a variety of papers
suggesting that some tumors were of neurogenic origin, but since the realization that
smooth muscle tumors could also have palisaded nuclei, there have been virtually no
reported cases of neurogenic tumors. However trying to prove positively the smooth
muscle origi n of so-called smooth muscle tumors presents a problem. Few stain with
conventional smooth muscle stains. Immunohistochemical stains such as myoglobin are
invariably negative, smooth muscle antibodies from patients with chronic active
hepatitis appear to stain leiomyomas outside of the stomach, but there is little
experience with this antibody in gastric tumors. In addition, electron microscopy gives
equivocal results. Recently has turned to this and to the origin of smooth muscle
tumors within the stomach. We and others have stained gastric smooth muscle tumors
with S-100, which in most tumors proves negative. The problem, with the few which do
stain, is to decide wheth er the area staining is part of the original gastric myenteric
plexus or is indeed part of the tumor. So far there is no convincing study to confirm
that some gastric mesenchymal tumors may be of neurogenic origin, although this does
seem likely.
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Case 14. Accession il8130.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Peri-anorectal rhabdomyosarcoma.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: l7yo WM was ultimately referred for evaluation of the rectal
mass following a long episode of prodromal-like symptoms. The mass on the left side of
the rectum and buttock had been present for several months. Abdom ino-perineal
resection with left radical groin dissection was performed and showed a 7 x Scm slightly
lobulated tumor mass starting beneath the perianal skin at the pectinate line. It was
noted focally necrotic. Femoral nodes appeared involved. The patient did well for a
few months but bone marrow for persistent anemia showed metastatic tumor. He died
3/ 12 later with pancreas, testes, adrenal, bone and nodal metastases.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Only fragments of skeletal muscle present give any
hint as to the site of origin of this tumor. It consists of freely floating non cohesive
cells of varying size, some are small and dark with ahigh N/C ratio while others have
rather more· abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm and resemble rhabdomyoblasts.
DISCUSSION: The differential diagnosis in this case includes a poorly differentiated
carcmoma, malignant lymphoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, alveolar soft part sarcoma, and
possibly melanoma and other metastatic small cell tumors. PAS stain reveals focal
strong positivity that is completely removed by diastase digestion. This effectively
excludes most lymphomas and the alveolar soft part sarcoma. The lack of any mucin
staining, particularly in cells resembling signet cells, and also their failure to stain with
other mucin stains, together with the lack of cohesiveness of the cells, makes
carcinoma a very unlikely diagnosis. Grimelius stain was also negative.
In this case the typical alveolar pattern usually seen with these tumors is not
present; nevertheless the remaining characteristics of this tumor fit very well into that
entity. The botryoid pattern so characteristic of embryonal rhadomyosarcoma 'is not
present, the myxoid stroma and peripheral compression of cells beneath the epithelium
in that tumor being characteristic. Nor is the tumor's appearance that of non-botryoid
embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma. In this age pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcomas are very
unusual. Some doubt if they exist at all; others suspect that even if they do occur, they
may be part of a so-called Triton tumor. In this patient the characteristic regularity
and light and dark of Ewing's sarcoma are not seen, so that an extraskeletal Ewing's
sarcoma does not really enter into the differential diagnosis, In addition these tumors
ususally occur in or around the plural cavity, and to my knowledge, are undescribed in
this situation. Rosettes are not present. The cells are far too large for lymj:>homa
cells.
The overall appearance here is highly suggestive of a rhabdomyosarcoma. The
site is correct, for in younger patients the head and neck and cloacogenic region are the
major sites of rhadomyosarcoma. This patient's age is at the upper end of the age range
in which these tumors are usually seen, and rhabdomyosarcomas in this age group are
more usually alveolar occurring in skeletal muscle. The diagnosis can be confirmed
using PTAH stains which are positive in up to about 25% of these tumors (not in my
section), and is aided by immunohistochemistry using myoglobin and creatine kinase
antibodies together with electron microscopy. Between them these allow a positive
diagnosis to by made in over 75% of cases.
The subsequent behavior of this tumor with multiple wide-spread metastases to
bones is also very characteristic. Because of their rarity, tumors in this region oft en go
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undiagnosed for long periods of time and are sometimes repeatedly reported as being
granulation tissue, particularly the embryonal subtype, without the true nature and full
significance of the diagnosis being apparent.
Rhabdomyosarcomas are traditionally subdivided into embryonal, alveolar and
pleomorphic subgroups, although rhabdomyomatous elements may be found in a variety
of other tumors including blastemic tumors (espesially kidney, ocasionally
hepatoblastom a), in metaplastic/spindle cell carcinomas ('carcinosarcomas), germ cell
tumors, mixed mesodermal tumors, Triton tumors and ectomesenchymomas.
Interestingly the behavior of embryonal and alveolar rhabdomyosarcomas is rather
different in that the embryonal sub type tepd to remai n fairly well localized, at least in
the early stages of the disease, and that dissemination occurs relatively late in the
course of the disease. In contrast, alveolar rhabdomyosarcomas tend to metastasize
rapidly in a widespread manner and frequently present with metastatic disease; indeed
they may present as bony metastasis in particular, which may be very difficult in bone
biopsy to distinguish from a primary Ewing's sarcoma or other metastatic tumors such.
as neuroblastoma. Although chemotherapy has dramatically altered the course of
chidhood rhabdomyosarcomas over the last 5 years, the mortality is still great.
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Case 15. Accession #227 46.
MODER ATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Well differentiated invasive squamous carc.inoma
associated with dysplasia, in-situ carcinoma (Bowen's disease) probably arising in
a'condyloma accuminatum.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: 60yo retired cowboy had a slowly enlarging tender perianal
mass for the previous 10 to 12y. He had noted occasional bright red bleeding.
Examination showed multiple extensive verrucose lesions involving the anus.
Sigmoidoscopy revealed .internal hemorrhoids and multiple polyps in the s\gmoid colon.
The anal lesions were excised piecemeal, the largest measuring 6 X 4 X 2 em. and being
verrucous. The patient was stated to be doing well but appears to have been lost to
follow-up.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Holding the slide up to the light, the surface verrucose
irregularities can be seen. There is no gross involvement into ·the center of the lesion.
This is an unusual tumor with several features. In some areas the stratum corneum is
largely normal, with the ~sual absence of a granular layer. However there is marked
acanthosis and papillomatosis, but very few vaculated cells. Occasional dyskeratotic
cells are present. While these features are consistent with a conydyloma accuminatum,
they at·e not diagnostic. In the adjacent mucosa there is frank dysplasia with marked
loss of polarity of cells, bizarre pleomorphic nuclei and minimal keratization. Mi toses in
these areas are frequent and many mitotic figures are totally bizarre. These features
are those of in-situ carcinoma or Bowen's d.isease. Also there is very deep invagination
of part of this tissue and stromal invasion, diagnostic of early invasive carcinoma is
present deep to this. It is therefore a rather complex lesion with an early well
differentiated carcinoma arising in association with Bowen's disease and a suggestion
that there may have been longstanding condyloma accuminatum· also present.
DISCUSSION: Malignant changes in what are clinically condyloma accuminatum (C.A.)
appear to be increasing in frequency. They seem to take two forms. One is the typical
verrucose carcinoma as seen in squamous mucosal surfaces elsewhere, the other
changes
seem to progress through typical dysplasia to typical invasive squamous
carcinoma that is often poorly differentiated. Evidence that C.A. are associated with
human papillomavirus is overwhelming, and considerable work in the uterine cervix
suggests that HPV are almost certainly implicated in the genesis of cervical carcinoma.
It is perhaps surprising that dysplastic changes such as seen in this case have not been
more widely described.

w•

A typical changes in what clinically appear to be condylomaf;f. accuminatum pose.
problems for the surgical pathologist. In typical verrucose carcinomas the features of
condylomata are usually present together with atypia in the basal layer and sometimes
evidence of early invasion. In some tumors, as seen here, there is
addition marked
dysplasia and Bowen's disease, and invasion may be associated with features. Whether
it is fair to call these lesions verrucose lesions or not remains problematic. How-ever,
because of their association with Bowen's disease, I prefer to use the term squamous
cell carcinoma associated with Bowen's disease and mention that a preexist ing or coexisting condyloma is present from which the entire tumor may have arisen. The
reason for this is that occasionally carcinomas are not well differentiated, and
surprisingly poorly diff~rentiated carcinomas sometimes arise from these lesions.
These clearly have metastatic potential in contrast to typ.ical verrucose carcinomas
which virtually never metastasize unless irradiated but do invade locally.

an
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A typical, possibly hybrid lesions like these seem to be increasing in frequency and
seem also to be associated with the homosexual community. We do not know whether
this patient belonged to that community although his lifestyle raises that possibility. It
is uncertaln why this mini-epidemic has begun, and it is reasonable to postulate that
these patients represent part of the AIDS spectrum and may be more likely to develop
invasive carcinomas than their non-homosexual counterparts having similar lesions.
However this is entirely speculative and remains to be confirmed. While these lesions
are relatively uncofrlmon in the perianal region, the problem of similar condylomata in
the uterus and cervex and whether they are related to the subsequent development of
si!IW.iOOP intraepithelial neoplasia is one that is rapidly gaining ground. The lesions that
we see here in the perianal region may be the perianal equivalent. It is uncertain
whether human papilloma virus is involved in the etiology of the squamous carcinoma
arising in this lesion, as it is in simple condyloma accuminata.

,
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Case 16. Accession # 24570.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Poorly differentiated carcinoma with signet ring and
endocrine features. (Poorly differentiated endocrine carcinoma).
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: 60yo WF c/o diffuse abdominal pains for 6/12, an abdominal
mass, occult blood in the stools, and a 4G-pound weight loss in the last 2y. Cervical sec
had been treated by radium some 20 years earlier and she later had an anterior pelvic
exenteration (1961). R-nephrectomy was carried out in 1963 for pyelonephritis and
hydronephrosis. Recent BE showed a tumor in the transverse colon. Her Hb was 9.4g
and a CEA was 495. The transverse colon was resected. A 7 em. diameter ulcerated
tumor involve the entire thickness of the colonic wall, extending into the mesentery. A
year later her CEA was 3.9 (normal less than- 3). When last seen in May 1983, a possible
mass was palpated at 25 em. This suggests recurrent tumor, but there is currently no
follow-up.
lifiCROSCOP!C DESCRIPTION: On the slide the normal mucosa can be seen on one side
together with part of the muscularis propria. The rest of the bowel wall is completely
replaced by a partially necrotic tumor. Histologically there are several components to
this tumor. In some areas the tumor consists merely of sheets of apparently
undifferentiated tumor cells, In other areas there is both extracellular mucin and
intracellular mucin, resulting in the formation of signet ring cells. In yet other areas,
there is a distinct carcinoid-like appearance. Infiltration through th e muscularis
propria and extensive spread into the pericolonic tissue Is apparent. Agyrophil stain in
the form of a Grimelius showed focal positivity In some cells but not in the cells
containing mucin. The mucin was confirmed by appropriate staining.
DISCUSSION: The terminology regarding these tumors is currently under evolution.
Terms such as those used in the diagnosis above, poorly differentiated carcinoid,
AP UDoma, neuroendocrine carcinoma, have all been used. The difficulty is in trying to
keep up with the evolving reports concerning the histogenesis of these lesions. The fact
is that they have elements of carcinoma along with numerous endocrine cells, as
demonstrated both by Grimelius stain here and by electron microscopy. The question
then is how to handle a tumor with both components.
The work of Andrews in the early 1960's and subsequently that of Nicole
Ledouarain who demonstrated that by transplanting the neural crest from quails into
very small chick embryos, the cells from the neural crest migrate to the
ultimobranchial bodies and associated organ (thyroid, parathyroid), together with the
sympathetic outflow, adrenal medulla and myenteric plexus of the gut, while no cells
are detectable in the respiratory tract or the gastrointestinal tract. This work has
since been confirmed, and together works, strongly suggests that endocrine. in fact
develop In-situ. Further, apart from many tumors having occasional or numerous
endocrine cells, single cell cultures of tumor cells have differentiated into endocl'ine
cells suggesting further ~at that they develop in situ. It therefore seems inappropriate
to use the term neuro-anythlng for tumors containing these cells, since they appear not
to be of neural derivation. Whether this will ultimately hold up remains to be seen.
Nevertheless, we are faced with the dilemma that the number of endocrine cells
in carcinomas, virtually irrespective of the tumor's site of origin, can vary from very
few to a quantity so large as to constitute a good portion of the tu mor. Whether it is
fair to call these tumors carcinoma without further qualification is somewhat
problematic. Perhaps the best described is the so-called goblet cell carcinoid of the
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appendix, which is more aggressive than other appendicial carcinoids. Why then bother
to make the distinction? The problem is that lesions such as goblet cell carcinoids
{adenocarcinoids) seem to have an adenomatous epithelial component and so are unlike
most typical carcinomas and can be very difficult to demonstrate. As such, they do not
represent typical epithelial tumors, so it is difficult to know as they should be simply
classified as such. Nevertheless such tumors do seem to arise from the epithelium or in
some cases, possibly from peptide-secreting cells that may exist normally in the lamina
propria of the bowel. Such cells have been demonstra ted normally in th e appendix and
certainly in the stomach of patients {see next case). The term APUOom a may still be
relevant, as this merely denotes the reac tions that these cells perform but does imply a
"neural component". Perhaps 'poorly differentiated endocrine tumor' is the best overall
diagnosis. The focal signet ring differentiation is different to that seen in typical
goblet cell carcinoids (adenocarcinoids) of the appendix, so is better not used in this
situation.
The frequency with which peptide-producing cells can be found within carcinomas
is very much a function of how hard one looks for them. It is stated that about 8 or
1096 of all gastric carcinomas have peptide-producing cells, as Argyrophil s\lains will
readily demonstrate. In other tumors the proportion of cells is considerably higher. In
this tumor, electron microscopy revealed that most of the cells contained dense core
granules. Tumors with this morphology are receiving more and more attention as
pathologists become increasingly aware that they frequently contain cells capable of
peptide production. But whether the behavior of these tumors is any different stage for
stage from conventional adenocarcinomas has yet to be determined. In this patient, the
extensive pericolic spread alone would lead to a very poor prognosis with a high risk of
local r ecurrence, and that indeed seems to be the case.
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Case 17. Accession 1124426.
~IODERATOR'S

DIAGNOSIS: Atrophic gastritis with multiple carcinoid tumors.

CLINICAL ABSTRACT: The patient was a 69-year-old diabetic with a 12-hour history
of epigastric pain, emesis and hiccups. The pain did not radiate and was relieved after
emesis of his previous meal. He also had pain after taking anything by mouth that was
relieved by emesis. Previous medical history included a laparotomy in October 1981, at
which time a cholecystectomy was performed for choledocholithasis. At this time the
stomach was opened, and no tumor was seen. The patient did poorly postoperatively·
and died following a myocardia infarction. At autopsy the gastric mucosa had a pebbled
appearanced, and the muscle wall was diffusely thickened. Numerous small nodular
mucosal elevations from .3 to 1 em. in diam~ter were noted, the larger ones apparently
within the submucosa with the mucosa elevated over them. The remainder of the GI
tract appeared normal.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Apart from a thickened muscularis p•·opria, low power
examination reveals no obvious abnormality. Histologically the gastric mucosa is very
well preserved, and rare parietal can still be made out, suggesting that the section is
from the body of the stomach. Occasional chief cells can also be made out. The rest of
the stomach shows the features of end stage atrophic gastritis with replacement of
virtually the entire specialized mucosa by either pyloric metaplasia or intestinal
metaplasia. The lamina propria contains foci of inflammatory cells that are only
slightly increased in number and are predominantly lymphocytes. There are also
bundles of smooth muscle cells with an origin in the thickened muscularis mucosa,
which proliferat e up between the glands. This feature is regularly seen in atrophic
gastritis and may the result of mucosal prolapse. A further feature to be noted in this
slide is the presence of nests of cells predominantly in the basal half of the cell, which
pass into the muscularis mucosae and, in some areas, :reach the submucosa. Their
morphology varies from clone to clone, some having a relatively large nuclear
cytoplasmic ratio with small clusters of cells, others having a much more prominent
eosiniphilic appearance. Mitoses are not seen. Stains for acid mucopolysaccharides
bring out the areas of intestinal metaplasia, while Grimelius stains show a light but
distinctive staining of the endocrine cell populations. Stains for serotonin are positive,
but surprisingly, Masson-Fontana stains are negative. Gastrin may be present in some
tumor cells, but its presence is far from inevitable. Also of interest is the fact that the
number of argyrophil cells are increased in number over that seen normally in the
stomach, and between the residual gastric pits, even away from areas where tumors ac-e
present, occasional clumps "carcinoid cells" are present. These appearances are typical
of multiple carcinoid tumors with atrophic gastritis.
DISCUSSION: This is a curious condition which has gradually come to light over the
IMt 4 or 5 years. The usual association of atrophic gastritis and pernicious anemia is
However even in that C!ondition, there is
that of infiltrating adenocarcinoma.
considerable argument as to just how great the risk really is, with some series
suggesting a risk factor of X 3-4, others no increase in risk at all. Whether tumors such
as those shown in this slide were ever included in such series and what proportion th~y
make up is unknown. · The cell types that can be seen in this tumor do not reflect the
variety of endocrine cell types usually found in the normal stomach. Although
entrochromaffin-like (ECL) cells are frequent, most of the other cells are either not
represented or have not been fully studied. This is intriguing, because pernicious
anemia usually entails hyperplasia of G-cells associated with a loss of parietal cells.
The normal feedback mechanism to suppress G-cell proliferation is thereby lost, with
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subsequent proliferation of G cells. However G cells are trophic not only to parietal
cells but also to a variety of cells, including th e endocrine cells. Whether the entire
proliferation seen in this slide can be attributed to hypergastrinemia has yet to be
proven. lt is interesting that in this condition very few of th e carcinoids secre te
gastri n. The tu mors appear to be primarily to be ECL cells and serotonin can be
demonstrated immunochemically in them. It should also be remembered that when
intestinal metaplasia occurs in the stomach a whole range of further endocrine cells
normally found in the small intestine appear in the intestinal portions of the gastric
mucosa.
When multiple carcinoid tumors are encountered clinically in a patient with
atrophic gastritis, there is a considerable problem of management. An obvious remedy
would be to remove most of the stomach, since this would remove most ofthe tumors.
However it has been pointed out that like carcinoid tumors elsewhere, these tend to
grow fairly slowly and also, like carcinoids elsewhere, seem to need a critical mass of
probably about 2 em. in diameter, before they achieve metastatic potential, As most of
these tumors are less than 2 em. in diameter, this potential is rarely achieved. Many
have therefore questioned whether gastrectomy is the right mode of therapy and
whether these tumors could not just be managed conservatively. A strong argument in
its favor is that life following a large subtotal gastrectomy is of relatively poor quality
and is a large price to pay to manage a condition that may never become lifethreatening. Conversely, a few patients under conservative treat ment have developed
metastasizing tumors. Clearly there seems to be no obvious line of management of
these patients at this time.
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Case 18. Accession #24850.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Malignant lymphoma, small lymphocytic, plasmacytoid.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: F28 Phillipino c/o gastric ulcer disease and upper GI bleeding
for 2y. She had been treated with Tagamet and had remained asymptomatic until
recently, when she presented with di.zziness, gastric pains and malena. Her Hb. was
9.8g. OGI series showed prominent, irregular, rugal folds with decreased peristalsis
along the greater curve and a crater along the superior aspect of the duodenal bulb.
CXR, liver scan and bone marrow biopsy were negative. A subtotal gastrectomy with
large adjacent nodes was carried out, with biopsies of both lobes of the liver. On
opening the stomach, the folds were soft, pliable, and there was an apparent infiltrate
involving the mucosa and submucosa. .The gastric wall was thickened, measuring up to
1.8 em.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Low power examination of the slide shows an infiltrate
in the mucosa and submucosa and also a superficial ulcer. Histologically the ulcer is
confirmed, although very superficial, and a diffuse infiltrate of small round lymphoid
appearing cells is visible extending into the submucosa. There is no good evidence of
nodularity or germinal center formation, and the infiltrate is noted to be both mucosal
and submucosal. Under oil the infiltrate is seen to consist of a monotonous population
of lymphoid cells, most displaying plasmacytoid features, but a few resembling small
cleaved cells, particularly in the mucosa adjacent to the main tumor mass although the
cells have considerably more cytoplasm than usually seen in POL cells. lnfiltra tion
extends only into the submucosa.
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Case 19. Accession #24736.
MODERATOR'S
(polymorphous).

DIAGNOSIS:

Malignant

ly mphoma, large

cell

type,

diffuse

CLINICAL ABSTRACT: 66yo M c/o heartburn, beltching and itching for 2/12 with a 13
lb. wt. loss m the last 6/12. A firm, semi-tender mass was found in the LOQ. WBC was
19,000 with 2896 eos and Hb was 10.1g. UGI series showed a large mobile gastric tumor.
At laparatomy the mass involved the stomach up to the esophagus and was fixed to the
diaphragm and celiac axis. It was biopsied. Fie was readmitted 1/12 later with a plural
effusion, WBC. of 55,000 and died three days later. At autopsy the stomach contained a
bulky centrally necrotic tumor extending to the serosa involving c.3/ 4 of the gastric
surface. There was direct infiltration into tiver, spleen, transverse colon and abdominal
wall and penetration of the left hemidiaphragm to involve the left lung. Gastric,
hepatic, portal & periaortic nodes appeared involved.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Low power examination of the slide shows a largely
intact muscularis propria but a tumor replacing most of the mucosa, submucosa and also
tumor apparently involving the serosal surface. Histologically the gastric mucosa
appears virtually replaced by a tumor which extends into the submucosa through the
muscularis propria, although sparing most of its fibers, and out to the serosal surface of
the stomach which is fibrotic. There is focal ulceration of the mucosal surface. At
high power the tumor is seen to consist of numerous neutrophils between which are
capillary channels and large cells. The latter, focally, have copious cytoplasm
containing large vesicular nuclei with, in some cells, a very prominent, primarily
central nucleolus, in others a nucleolus that is much smaller and adjacent to the nuclear
membrane. At high power occasional eosiniphils and plasma cells can be seen mixed
with the infiltrate.
Some of the tumor cells see m to have plasmacytoid features and occasional
mitotic features can still be demonstrated. In the deeper part of the tumor, the larg·e
cell population becomes more ,prominent, and there is a suggestion of a spectrum of
cells from small round cells to large round cells with immunoblastic features. Reticulin
stain reveals a dense network of reticulin fibers. MGP stain shows the tumor cells to be
moder,l'!tely pyroninophilic. Immunohistochemistry suggests that the tumor may be IgG
kapp-;_~tains for histiocytic markers were negative.
DISCUSSION FOR CASES 18 & 19:
Gastric lymphomas comprise about 30% of all extranodal lymphomas and about
5% of all gastric neoplasms: within the gastrointestinal tract about 60% of all
lymphomas occur within the stomach so that Gl lymphomas comprize about half of all
extranodallymphomas.
There are two major problems related to lymphoid proliferations of the
gastrointestinal tract. The first i.s the diagnosis of lymphoma versus benign lymphoid
~er 1 sia BLH). The second is, if a diagnosis of lymphoma is made, its subtype.
fThere is nothing l'n~ that really helps in the distinction of these two lesions.
Histologically benign lymphoid hyperplasia (pseudolymp.homa) had a characteristic
appearance. The infiltrate is usually only mucosal or submucosal, and there are broad
bands of fibrous tissue that tend to break up the infiltrate. Up to a quarter of these
lesions reach the serosa in some series, but others maintain that all of these lesions are
really lymphomas. I do not subscribe to the latter view. It is very useful if germinal
centers are present, especially if they are in the body of the infiltrate while germinal
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centers at the periphery of any lesion should be treated with caution.
At high power, BLH is characterized by a polymorphic cell population that is
mature; there is no necrosis, the margins tend to be irregular, and an ulcer base is often
present. Associated lymph nodes show only reactive changes. In contrast, malignant
lymphoma is usually much more uniform population. It is imperative to look at the low
power structure for any nodularity, and if this is present, to determine whether this a
monomorphic proliferation in the nodules or in fact they are just reactive germinal
cells, for the latter is almost diagnostic of reactive lymphoid hyperplasia. The margins
are usually uniform with little fibrosis, although an ulcer may be present. The presence
of necrosis is very suggestive of lymphoma. Adjacent lymph nodes may or may not
contain metastatic tumor. If they do, the diagnosis is clearly greatly simplified. It
should be remembered that large cell !ymphomas may metastasize in the pattern of
carcinomas, rather than in the diffuse pattern associated with most small cell
lymphomas. At high power the characteristics of malignant lymphoma is a uniform,
immature, or frankly malignant cell population that is monotonous. If this present, the
tumor should then be classified as for typical nodal lymphomas. The use of oil
immersion is obligatory. Large cell tumors may be cleaved or not cleaved and
occasionally polymorphous with a variety of other inflammatory cells being present.
This is by far the most difficult diagnosis to make. In most instances the uniformity of
the cells, a subclassification into categories such as small cleaved cell or
lymphoplasmocystoid variants of small cell lymphoma should make the diagnosis easier.
The greatest difficulty tends to occur when well differentiated, mature small
diffuse present in the absence of germinal centers. Under these
circumstances, it may be difficult or impossible to differentiated a reactive infiltrate
from malignant lymphoma, and examination of the peripheral blood and/or lymph nodes
and/or marrow may be required.
lymphoid.~!file

A useful aid to diagnosis is histochemistry, for the demonstration of a monoclonal
patterns favors malignant. However it should be pointed out that occasionally typical
reactive lymphoid hyperplasias may be monoclonal, albeit rarely. This raises the
question as to whether "benign lymphomas" analogous to solitary plasmacytomas occur
in the stomach. ln view of the subsequent development of malignant lymphoma in a few
patients who have had reactive lymphoid hyperplasia, this seems likely (Jaffe, 1983). .
GIT lymphomas have been assumed to be G-cell in most instances. In the last few
years(a series of papers primarily from Isaacson had raised the question as to whether
some these tumors are in fact malignant histiocytoses. This work is based primarily on
immuJ10histochemical studies showing that in some cases the malignant infiltrate does
not stain for any immunoglobulin markers but for histiocytic markers such as alphat
trypsin, alphal chymotrypsin or histochemical markers such as non-specific esterase or
acis phosphatase. Some of his tumors were also polyclonal and this was eicplaine<l by
nonspecific absorption because of their histiocytic nature. Similar studies have been
repeated and confirmed in this country by Kahn and also Seo. Neve1·theless the question
with this concept regards the specificity of the underlying histochemisty, for as 1nore
markers are being routinely carried out in nodal lymphomas and leu.kemias, it is
becoming apparent that fewer and fewer of them are specific. It remains to be seen
whether the malignant histiocytosis holds up in the long term under closer scrutiny. It
should be remembered when classifying all lymphomas that the March 15, 1982 issue of
Cancer (49, 211Z) contains the working party formulation that many are now using as a
working classification. Finally one should remember that some conditions seem to
predispose to lymphomas of the GI tract, although these usually involve the small and
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large bowel rather than the stomach. These include celiac disease, Mediterranean
lymphoma, and alpha-chain disease, lymphoid hyperplasia with and without
hypogammaglobulinemia,
primary immunodeficiency disease, especially common
variable immunodeficiency disease, acquh-ed immundeficiency diseases, inflammatory
b01vel disease UC and CD.
Prognosis is related mainly to the depth of infiltration of the lymphoma into the
adjacent tissue, and stage for stage, there is little difference between t he prognosis for
malignant lymphoma and carcinoma. However, far more carcinomas are limited to the
mucosa or submucosa or do not Infiltrate through the full thickness of the muscularis
propria. This goes a long way to explain the overall better prognosis of malignant
lymphoma when compared to gastric carcinoma.
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Case 20. Accession #24792.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Metastatic neuroendocrine tumor.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: M53, Chi nese c/o 6/52 recurrent abdo minal pain and tarry
stools. UGI series showed a soft tissue mass along both gastric curvatures. Endoscopy
suggested a smooth muscle tumor. Partial gastrectomy was performed in 9/1982. The
specimen contained a smooth dome-shaped mass 8 X 6 X 5 em. and a central overlying
ulcer 1 X 1.5 em. Remaining mucosa was unremarkable. A cross-section showed the
tumor to be sharply circumscribed, lobulated and edematous.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRlPTION: Examination of the slide shows the overlying surface to
be tntact and the tumor to be located deep to the submucosa.. In addition numerous
smooth muscle fibers can be seen passing up between the pyloric-type glands. Just deep
to the muscularis mucosae are groups of cells in a perivascular location, many of which
contain hemosiderin. Adjacent to this are nests of cells which ini tially look
inflammatory but are actually part of the tumor in a primarily perivascular location.
Deep t o these is the main tumor mass which appears better circumscribed than lt really
is. At low power the tumor has a somewhat papillary configuration with a prominent
vascular network. The central papillary channel is surrounded by a zone of highline
material and then nest of tumors cells. Lymphocytes are present primarily also in a
perivascular location, while a variety of other inflammatory cells, mostly lymphocytes
and plasma cells can be seen intermingling with the tumor throughout. A second
unusual feature of this tumor Is the presence of granulomas with a sarcoid-like
appearance. Other areas containing giant cells that are less well de marcated are also
present, in the some these there is a hint that occasional giant cells may be of tu mor
origin. Between the nests of tumor there is also a prominent hyaline eosinophilic
material. PAS stain showed no glycogen in the tumor cells and when digested wit h
dias tase, no residual PAS-positive material.
Similarly stains for acid
mucopolysaccharides were negative. Perol:idase stains for myoglobin, fetoprotein and
lysosyme were all negative.
Grimelius stain revealed numerous positive cells,
particularly ,ill'1tl'l<ilse1e:eH's in a perivascular location.
DISCUSSION: The position of this tumor within the submucosa and muscularis propria
without mucosal involvement suggests that this may not be a primary tumor. The
morphology shows a variety of patterns that lead to a considerable differential
diagnosis. These include tumors of hematopoeic system, carcinoma (pri mary or
secondary),
neuroendocrine tumors,
hemangiopericytoma,
mesothelioma, or
mesenchymal tumors, particularly smooth muscle. Benign inflammatory lesions might
also need to be considered but this seems unlikely. Special stains for PAS with and
without diastase were negative. The reticulin stain confirmed the marked perivascular
arrangement that showed that clusters of cells around the vessels had a pattern that
was unlike hemangiopericytoma with small nests. of cells and therefore, 'also unlike
mesenchymal tumors, the pattern was rather more endocrinoid or carcinomatous.
lm munohistochemistry for alpha-feto protein, alpha1 anti-Tripsin, HCG, kappa
and lambda chains and keratin were all negative, but Grimelius stain revealed distinct
granules in a subnuclear location in many of the cells. Subsequent argentaffin stains
were negative. This strongly suggests a metastatic "neuroendocrine" carcinoma, but as
with all unusual metastatic lesions to the gastrointestinal tract, and particularly in the
presence of positive silver stains, metastatic malignant melanoma must be considered.
Ideally an S-100 stain would confirm the latter but had not been carried out at the ti me
of preparation of this handout. Similarly, neuron-specific enolase would help confirm
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the carcinoid nature of the tumor. Attempts were made to stain this tumor for a few
hormones, but gastrin, somatostatin, pancreatic polypeptide, and glucagon were nonimmunoreactive. However the formalin fixation casts some doubt on the valid ity of
these results.
This is therefore most likely a metastatic tumor to the gastrointestinal tract.
These are infrequent; they occur only in between 1-2% of all autopsies in which a
carcinoma is also present. Apart from hematopoetic tumors (particulary leukemias) that
frequent involve numerous parts of the GI tract term inally, t he only tumor with a real
propensity to form tumor nodules in the GIT is metasta tic melanoma. Indeed nodules of
melanoma are often found at autopsy in the GIT, including the esophagus and gall
bladder of patients who have died of this disease. Interestingly the liver is, in addi.tion,
invariably involved. Other tumors that involve the GI tract largely reflect their
instance in the remaining population, although breast and brochogenic primaries are
much more likely than large bowel or gynecologic tumors to involve the wall of the
stomach. Breast carcinoma, particularly lobular carcinoma, occasionally gives rise to a
linitis plastica type of appearance in any part of the bowel, but especially in. the
stomach.
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Case 21. Accession 1/24738.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSIS: Inflammatory fibroid polyp of small intestine.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: The patient is a 56-yo man with a history of prostatic
adenocarcinoma wtth bony metastases, who experienced bouts of cramping abdominal
pain with apparent obstruction.
Upper GI examination and barium enema were
negative. Laparotomy was carried out, and an intraluminal tu mor was found in the
small intestine and resected. On opening the small bowel, a polypoid nodule was found
protuding into the lumen which was largely covered by mucosa. When last seen he had
no further gastrointestinal symptoms.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: Two sectkms are present on this slide, one with an
apparently intact mucosal surface, the other apparently co mpletely ulcerated. In the
section containing mucosa there is no evident boundary between the t umor and the
mucosa. The residual mucosa does not contain normal villi, in fact the lumenal surface
is flattened. Crypts are much wider than usual, and are irregulal', and there is pyloric
metaplasia. All these features suggest that the mucosa has previously been ulcerated
and has now regenerated. A further interesting feature is that in some areas epithelial
glands go down into the tumor. This may also be the result of a previous episode of
mucosal ulceration. The tumor it self appears to start about the level of the muscularis
mucosae which is no longer readily demonstrable. It consists primarily of collagen wi th
areas of mot·e myxoid tissue, in which are embedded numerous capillary channels, and a
variety of cells. Some of these are mesenchymal, but many are inflammatory.
Lymphocytes, plasma cells and eosinophils appear to make up the major component,
although a considerable numbers of masts cells also seem to be present . The eosinophils
tend to be situated in the vicinity of capillaries. There is no evidence that this
represents metastatic prostatic carcino ma.
DISCUSSION: Inflammatory fibroid polyps are uncommon lesions, nevertheless most
people will come across them on occasion in routine practice. The presentat ion here in
an older person is typical. The etiology of these lesions is basically unknown, although
it has, at various times, been postulated to be of myogenic origin, neurogenic origin, or
to arise from an undifferentiated mesenchymal cell. Current theories suggest that the
latter is the most likely. The morphology of these lesions is characteristic, and small
lesions tend to be much more mixoid and adematous than the lesions show n here. As
they matur e, they tend to acquire rather more fibrous tissue and collagen and to
become more sclerotic. They may also become surprisingly cellular with interlacing
bundles of fibroblast-like cells. Although these tumors are primarily located in the
submucosa, they may in faCt extend through th e entire thickness of the bowel wall, an d
there may be quite extensive tumor outside of the muscularis propria. Further, mitoses
in some tumors are surprisingly prominent, so that they may on occasions be cqnsidered
to be malignant, fibrous histiocytomas. Nevertheless the characteristic thin-w alle d
vascular channels that frequently run into the mucosa, as seen here, the lack of Grerizlike zone with intermingling with the muscularis mucosae and the variety of
inflammatory cells in which eosinophils are frequently the most common cells,
particularly in small or young lesions, are the clues to the right diagnosis.
It is important not to confuse this tumor with a malignant neoplasm, as they have
never been known to metastasi.z e, recur locally, or be directly responsible for the deat h
of a patient. Their site is of inte rest in that tumors most frequently occur in the small
bowel, then the stomach, then t he colon. Tu mors in the sto mach are often encoun tered
incidently at endoscopy and rarely seem to grow to a large size. Conversely in the
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remainder of the intestine may grow to a very large size and cause intessuseption or
obstruction, as in the case here. They are virtually never multiple, and local excision is
curative.
Perhaps the most recent paper that has considered the etiology of these lesions
(Navas-Palacios et al) described 7 cases and suggested a myofibroblastic origin for the
proliferating cell. The authors excluded neural or vascu.lar origins on the grounds of
ultrastructural features and a negative factor viii-related antigen in the tumor cells.
Historically this lesion was originally called "eosinophilic granuloma" or "gastric
submucosal granuloma with eosinophilic infiltration." This is a misnomer because of a
possible ambiguity regarding histiocytosis X and diffuse eosinphillc infiltrations of the
gastrointestinal tract. The latter may be associated with the hypereosinophilic, and this
is usually associated with a peripheral eosinophilia. Inflammatory fibroid polyps have
no such eosinophilia.
In the early stages the lesions are invariably sessile and only later become
pedunculated and then frankly polypoid. In the differential diagnosis one should
consider a recently described rare entity that has been called pseudotumoral
enterocolitis and massive eosinophilia. This was described in a 23-year-old woman
presenting with abdominal pain and bloody diarrhea with about 65,000 eosinophils per
mm3 in the peripheral blood. Initially Schistosoma mansoni was found and treated, but
despite the treatment her eosinophilia persisted and no other parasites were ever found.
She developed an enterocolitis with tumor-like masses, particularly in the rectum,
which ultimately were resected. The patient ultimately died with no known cause for
the peculiar tumorous eosinophilic lesion.
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Case 22. Accession #24858.
MODERATOR'S DIAGNOSiS: Enteric cyst.
CLINICAL ABSTRACT: The patient was an 18 yo female admitted with a right lower
quadrant mass which she had noticed for the last year. It was about 4 em. in diameter
and mobile. IVP and barium enema were normal, except for the demonstration for
extracecal ma,ss. Laparotomy was carried out and a tumor removed from the root of
the mesentery, which measured 6 X 5 X 5 om., contained no external excrescences. The
cut surface contained tan, mushy material, and no hair was present. The internal lining
was gray-tan, smooth and slightly trabeculated. A small ridge of gray tissue
(Rokitansky protruberance) measuring 1 X 0.3 em.
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: The cyst is lined by gastric body-type mucosa in which
superficial foveolar cells are present, and in the deeper portion of the mucosa both
parietal and chief cells can be seen. The ridge (Rokitansky} is present on the slide and
is lined primarily by pyloric-type mucosa, at one edge of which there is an ulcer that
has completely eroded that entire mucosa. The muscularis mucosae is quite thick, with
relatively little submucosa, but both layers of muscularis propria can be seen.
DISCUSSION:
Congenital abnormalities of the bowel may result in atresia which may well be in
part ischemic, and also duplications, diverticula or cysts, all perhaps different stages of
the same abnormality. Enterogenous cysts as seen here are not uncommon. They may
be found in the mesentery, pelvis, or posterior mediastinin. Sometimes they are found
within the wall of the bowel, and a com munioation may or may not be present.
However they may also extend for several centimeters along the length of the bowel
and be tubular; these are examples of duplications. In duplications there is invariably
some degree of sharing of the external muscle coat. Cysts in the abdomen are
invar iably found within the mesentery of the bowel, and somewhat surprisingly are
often lined, as in this case, by a gastric type of mucosa. This immediately raises the
question of whether the ulceration seen in cysts such as this are the result of peptic
ulceration. It is unknown why such cysts or duplications or diverticula should so
frequently include either gastric or, more rarely, pancreatic-type tissue within its wall.
This is particularly unusual when it is considered that gastric mucosa is primarily of
foregut origin and cysts like this are almost certainly of midgut origin. Nevertheless
the frequent presence of gastric-type mucosa in Meckel's diverticula is further evidence
of the frequency with which this type of metaplasia or heterotopia may be seen.
The reason for the fairly regular location of these cysts is uncertain, but it has
been postulated that during the second week a band of cells from the roof of the
primit ive gut is pinched off and passes dorsally as the notorcord. It is [)OSSible that
strands of cells of enteric origin may be carried along with this, and th ey may in fact
even form a central lumen and become completely lined with the normal coats of the
bowel. If continuity with the gut lumen were maintained, this would then be a
diverticulum, but if it were lost it would become a cyst. This mechanism goes some
way to explaining firstly the location of these cysts and secondly why in some patients
similar cysts are associated with abnormalities of the ver tebrae or with the Klippei- Feil
syndrome. It would also explain why occasionally intradermal cysts or sinuses may
sometimes be found within the spinal canal.
Enteric duplications may arise anywhere along the GI tract, from the base of the
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tongue to the rectum, including intraperitoneal, retroperitoneal and preperitoneal, but
the most frequent is in relation to the small intestine, which accounts for
approximately half of the cases. The intrathoracic site is the next most frequent.
Some classify accessory enteric formations into duplications which may be tubular or
cystic, vitelline remnants which may be fistular, stnus, cysts, diverticulum (Meckel's),
cords and dorsat enteric remnants, including dorsal enteric fistula, dorsal enteric
sinuses, doral enteric cysts which may be prevertebral, postvertebral and interspinal
lesions.
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Case 23. Accession i123694.
!~lODERATOR'S

DIAGNOSIS: Pneumatosis cystoides intestinalis.

CLINICAL ABSTRACT: 87 yo woman developed central abdominal pain with distension
and fever, hypotension and confusion. She had had a variety of non-relevant medical
problems and was on a plethora of medications, although it was unknown which she was
actively taking. She was thought to have had cardiac failure or sepsis or a perforated
diverticu lum or acute ischemic bowel disease tiut developed lateral myocardia ischemia
fallowing shock and .decreased coronary perfusion. She developed upper gastrointestinal
bleeding. She was started on antibiotics, bicarbonate, Tagamet, colloids and pr essor
agents but died the day after admission. On autopsy a 10 X 7 em. perforated ulcer of
the sigmoid colon was found with retrqcolic and pericolic abcess format ion, as well as
generalized peritonitis. The cecum, ascending and transverse colon were marked,
dilated and filled with fecal material. The ascending and transverse colon showed
numerous clear, cystic, air- filled blebs on the serosal aspect.
,vllCROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION: The slide shows an intact muscularis propria and
numerous cysts in the submucosa. Histologically the mucosa is markedly autolyzed but
apparently intact, but there appear to be platelet and red cell thrombi in many of the
mucosal vessels. There is a li t tle submucosal fibrosis but numerous cysts, most of
which are lined by attenuated histiocytes forming in areas typical foreign body giant
cells. These extend into the muscularis propria and are also present in the subserosa,
which is also fibrosing and contains scant inflammatory cells and numerous collections
of giant cells.
DISC USSION:
Pneumatosis affecting the GIT is relatively common. There appear to be two
mechanisms for its formation. Firstly there seems to be an association with respi ratory
disease, especially emphysema, and also gastric outlet obstruction with perforation. It
has been postulated that. in both of these conditions gas may track down
retroperitoneally and affect t he bowel. However this seems to be at best rare. The
second mechanism is the formation of small cysts in the wall of the bowel following
local disease or trauma. No condition in part icular specifically gives rise to this lesion,
but it can be found associated with a variety of other intestinal diseases. Young
patients are particularly prone to get this disease as a complication of inflam matory
bowel disease or necrotizing enterocolitis. In adults the disease is more common in
men, particularly in the fourth and fifth decades. It may be associated with ischemia,
diverticulitis, volvulus, or iatrogenically following resection of the gut or rarely in
patients taking lactulose, who also have inflammatory bowel disease. In these patients
the lactulose is usually given for sclerosing cholangitis secondary to the IBD. The
condition has also been seen following chemotherapy and also practolol. ' However, in
many cases no predisposing cause is found. Interestingly, some patients do well
following treatment in hyperbaric oxygen chambers. The correct diagnosis can be made
on biopsy of the cyst wall providing the giant cells are present.
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